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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, THUKSOAY AFTERNOON, JUNE 18 190

VOLl :.ih iu

FREIGHT HAND
LERS ON STRIKE

terruptlons consequent Uxn the alarmTO
ing reports brought here, alxtut new
Wreaks In the embankment made to re.
sist the encroachments of the present
flood, and the unsettled state of our soof MenKilled in Woolwich
ciety, we are obliged to omit the publi- Score

BLOWN

PIECES

m

claimed for them, and will lie a great
drawing card.
The union labor button has come and
It Is a neat affair. On one side Is the
following: "Come and bring the babies, union lalior at home, Albuquerque, July th and lith, 03." On the
other side Is: "Join us in a mammoth
,
celelH-ationsomething doing all the
time, July 4th and Rth. "03." In a very
few days now they will be seen In every city, town and hamlet In the

TESTI
MONY IS GIVEN

cation of a full sheet this week, and
Arsenal.
confine the use of our space to necessary advertisements, a compendium of
general news a.nd the fullest details
psllle to collect regarding the alarm- NDICTMENTS FOR POSTAL FRAUDS
ing and deplorable situation of our
town, and vicinity. We therefore ask
the indulgence of our patrons for the Hotel Strike in Chicago Almost at
Chicago Hotel Strike.
A
TO
present omission and conclude with
Chicago. June 18. Final adjustan
End.
the hope that by the time another is
ment of peace between restaurant and
sue will come due the present danger
and their striking
Busi- may be passed in safety and future HE NOTED KENTUCKY MURDER TRIAL hotel keepers
is looked for today. Change of
floods properly provided for.
front by warring unions and their virtual surrender of yesterday leaves litTo Hear Noted Financiers.
IS.
London, June
Fourteen
tle doubt that only remaining difficul18.
Lynchburg.
Va..
Vir
The
June
men were killed and thirteen In- dence of the rapid growth of the order.
Special to Th-- i Citizen.
Kansas City, June 18. All the its course In the shape of acequias, ginia
ty, the question of reinstatement of
Bankers' association lcgan
State
by
18. The expert i.arge delegations are on hand from
jured
Vegas.
an explosion in the
June
Las
freight handlers employed at the local which also helped to spread destrucImmen and discharge or retention of
Its annual meeting In this city today
began the examina- Muncte, Indianapolis, Terre Haute,
lydite factory at Woolwich Ar- freight depots of the St. Louis & San tion, some of which were cut or burst with Oliver J. Sands, of Richmond, preported non union help, will be overcome. asylum committee
yesterday after-neon- .
senal this morning, several of
witnesses
of
tion
Francisco railway, and the Burling- by the force of the water and others siding. The sessions are to continue
Conferences tor the purpose
Foit Wayne and a numler of other
Dr. Dacos- being
literally
victims
the
The
first
blown
witness.
ton & Rock Island systems, went out that resisted had to be opened notwith through tomorrow and the program
have been arranged for today.
a, was followed by Benlgno Romero, cities and reports of the officers indito pieces. The building Is comthis afternoon because the comianies standing the insensate objections of a provides for addresses by former Secwho
pletely
was
The
Case.
wrecked.
Celebrated
roof
Murder
testified that the main reasons cate a healthy growth of the organizareiuse u grant u.eu ueiuauu .o, u few s.norUlKnted individuals. A large retary of the Treasury Lyman J. Gage,
18. There was an- that he tendered his resignation as
col
Jti.ie
Jackson,
blown
off
interior
and
tion throughout the state, it is exr
the
o
nen-wages
iy
ui
increase in
force had to be keit at work day and President M. 12. Ingalls, of the Big
was on account of complaint of pected lefore another year to hare at
lapsed. The explosion Is attrib- - N other "circus" crowd here today to
cent. This makes a total of 600 men night since Saturday last, strengthen- Four, and several other capitalists of
uted to the bursting of a shell.
hear closing arguments in the case of cruelty brought to his attention and last two score local lodges instituted
now out, the Santa Fe men having ing the lorder of an acequla one mile national reputation.
Six additional men are missing N Curtis Jett and Thomas White. Com- to the attention of the board and their In various cities. The program of the
struck on Monday. The demands of alove town, otherwise a Btill greater
monwealths Attorney Byrd closed the refusal to act. The next witness was present meeting extends over three
and It Is believed that they were
Col. D. W. Packard left this morning
the men were made lefore the recent destruction of property would ensue
X case In a bitter arraignment or tne Mrs. Schlott, who testified that on one days and provides for lavish enterblown to pieces.
flood rendered all work in the yards and the town Itself endangered. The for Denver. Colo., where he will spend
The case occasion Mrs. Gehring, one of the pa tainment In addition to the transaction,
conditions existing here.
here Impossible. They were present- losses so far are very heavy and num-ler- s several days in the interest of W. L.
will probably rt to the jury at noon.
tients, fell on her knees, cried and of much business relating to the affairs
Douglas,
largest
shoe
manufactur
the
ed to the various railroads again today
poor
home
people
rendered
are
of
POSTAL INDICTMENTS.
The case.of Jett and White was giv prayed to be delivered from cold of the order.
and promptly refused. Other roads less. Ever since Monday last wagons er In the world. He will return here
en to the Jury at 11:30 this morning.
showers and the straight jacket, but
may be effected. The railroads had loaded with the effects of some per to the Alvarado.
Five Crooked Postal Officials in the
Y. M. C. A. Secretaries.
her prayers were of no avail.
anticipated the strike and had several sons whose houses have been washed
lAkewood, N. Y., Juno 18. The thir
Toils of the Law.
food
Mrs. Kate Ground said that the
men on hand to take the places of the away, but principally of those timorous
RIYER DISCUSSIONS.
REWARD OFFERED
Washington, June 18. The federal
annual conference of the moo
of the patients In the violent ward
strikers.
individuals who are always the first
grand jury, which has been investigat- elation of general secretaries of Young
together.
assisted
She
vaa hashed all
The forces at the various depots to fly at the mere semblance of danger,
ng postal affairs probably will bring
reg
objected to this, Men's Christian associations was
were entirely Inadequate, however.
thus abandoning not only their proper For Murderer of Post Trader Pipkin in Ave indictments today against per- City Council Grants Full Power to In feeding them, and
ularly opened this afternoon, following
was
the orders.
but was told that this
ties but basely failing to do their duty
sons involved. It is learned on good
the close of several preliminary meet
To Be Taken to Jail.
Mrs. Manuelito De Jararalllo worked ings
the Mayor to Act,
Near Guam.
in helping the community to combat
authority that the Jury has voted to
for the discussion of special
wityears,
and
in the asylum Beven
Lincoln, June 18. A special from St. a common danger, and as fear is al
brunches of the association work. The
August W.
against
Indictments
return
Francis, Kas., says that tomorrow Cap- ways Infectious, showing the worst
nessed brutal treatment.
opening address was lelivered by Rev.
Machen. Dlller B. Groff, Samuel A.
FLOOD DISTRICTS VISITED.
She testified that Teoflla Moya, of Charles E. Jefferson, D. D., of
tain Cunningham and company will kind of example to other who may
MR. BENNETT TO FRONT.
Grorf, George E. Lorenz and Mrs.
the
Raton, refused to eat, and that the ma- Broadway tabernacle, New York City.
leave with Dewey, McBride and Wil- have looked upon them as models of
The specific charge, ft Is under
disson, who were bound over to the
tt on tried to feed her with a stomach
sensibility. It reminds us of a ship at
The conference will remain In session
A special meeting of the city coun
The murder of Emmett Pipkin at stood, will be consplrMy to defraud
tube. She did not think the matron
trict court. He will place the prisoners sea in danger of being wrecked, when
government.
fea.
the
sensational
The
cil was held last night and the condi knew how to use it, as it brought forth until next Monday.
era in jail at Good land or some other there Is no ruling mind to direct and th Box S ranch on the 12th or 13th of
proceedings
today's
probable
of
ture
by
was
tion
of
discussed
river
the
twenty
June,
,
miles south of Guam, as
strong Jail.
blood profusely. Blood was not on EMPTY GRAIN SACKS WANTED.
restrain the crew and passengers; the
Is the connection of Mrs. Lorenz's members
present; also by several
cowafdly are the first to fly to the relatled In The Citizen of yesterday, name with the transactions which led others who were present and anxious the instrument, but a great pool was
Mayor Myers Is determined, if any
Destructive Fire.
was a most cold blooded and heart
on the floor. On one occasion Teoflla
boats and abandon their companions
clanger
does exist, to nip it in the bad,
one,
If the guilty party Is to the arrest of Mr. Machen and the to know all about the river.
less
Goldfleld, Colo., June 18. Fire broke
and
drag
was
on the order of the matron
in danger. Were it not for the exer
Groffs.
arrest
of
time
At
prevent a flood in this city.
the
the
and
Mayor
Myers
a
presided,
thus
resolu
and
out early this morning near the cor- tions of Salvador Armijo, Santiago not hroiight to Justice, others are like
ged by the hair and clothing to the
ner of Independence avenue on Ninth Baca, F. and C. Huning, Diego and ly to occur, as this Is the third killing stories were in circulation that there tion was passed, vesting supreme pow bath room and thrown Into a tub of He wants all the empty grain Backs in
was a
but information er in the mayor to act as he sees best
the city, and requests that they be left
street In a building owned by C. R. Manuel Armijo, and the money contrib- of the kind within two years.
cold water, while her feet were held
gen at hand then was not conclusive during these prospective flood times. by an attendant, left there over ten as soon as possible at the warehouse
B. Bennett, the
Welsh, and that structure and two oth- uted by H. Springer,
Ira
Ambrosio Armijo
manager of the American Lumber enough to establish the identity of The mayor stated that he had not re minutes with her clothing on and was of E. J. Post k Co.
er large business buildings adjoining and a few others, we
think the town eral
were destroyed. Loss about $25,000.
company
of this city, on hearing of this particular party. Whether or not ceived the cordial support of the city taken out stiff and Insensible.
in all probability would have been
Mrs. Lorenz acted in this capacity is in this important matter as he had ex
Witness thought she was dead. 8h CAPTURED BY AN OUTSIDER.
swept away or at least a much larger the crime sent th followlnig telegram not known, but it has been suggested
pected, but now being granted by the was dragged to her room because she
ZuM.
president
to
Carr,
of
Clark
the
TWENTY-NIN- E
YEARS AGO.
amount of property destroyed. There
was a woman. council full power to act he would
that this
was too heavy to carry. She was not
were others who assisted according to ni Mountain Lumber and Trading
see to It that his first declaration dried off. Witness went to the room
M.:
company,
N.
sub
"If
at Guam,
Afrikander, a 15 to I Shot, Takts
their means and still several others
"there is no danger of a flood" is fully later, but was denied admission, and
scription is being raised to detect
SAN JUAN FIGHT.
Albuquerque on an Island in the who did not. We mention the alxve
sustained.
Suburban Handicap.
persons because they were the most murder of Post Trader please put us
was told by the matron that It was
A. Hubbell was one of
Hon.
Frank
for
$50."
down
Flood of 1874.
conspicuous, spending more money, de
none of her husiness. The next morn
This morning Mr. Bennet received a To Be Reproduced on Grand Scale the outsiders present at the meeting, Ing she suggested feeding her, as was
voting more time and using more ex
and he, so It Is understood, criticised
GOLDSMITH, THE FAVORITE, ALSO RAJ-ertions in endeavoring to animate their letter from Mr. Carr, thanking him for
her custom, but was told that tt wad
an Intended complimentary
PEOPLE SOUGHT THE BLUFFS.
notice not necessary.
neighbors, where no such animation his prompt and generous offer, and
at Central Labor Union's Picnic.
TipThat morning Dr.
published In The Citizen, wherein it
ought to have been necessary. If Al stating that his subscription was on
ton came to the asylum after he visitNew York, June 18. From all indipaper
was
now being circulated.
stated that he (Hubbell) had ed the wards, and she was called to
buquerque is not swept away during the
The Citizen, apropos to the present
paper
cations
"with
The
In
this year's race for the suburbalready
signed
has
revolver
been
PROGRESSING.
PLANS
out
waded
hand
to
the present flood it will be owing to the
prepare Teoflla for burial. The wit
d
flood excitement, reproduces the
by the American Lumber company for
an, which takes place at Sheepeheadl
the acequla embankment at Alame ness
of
determination
the
named
alove
left the asylum because she Bay
article from the Republican Re gentlemen.
this afternoon, wUl tie a graad
da and with a force of men cut the
It has never leen our lot 50; R. L. Roberts. $5; ZunI Moun
could
not stand the way things were struggle
view, published in Old Albuquerque
general
The
executive
of
committee
and the most inspiring specLumber and Trading company
tain
bank and turned the current back into fcolng.
to
witness
a
display
such
of
foolish
She tried to report to Dr. Tip- tacle
tweivty-nJnyears ago by Ouillermo
Central Iabor union's Fourth of the rivei1." The iCtizen received the
the metropolitan racegoer has yet
ness, cowardice, illiberality, Ignorance $100. Mr. C. N. Cotton is authorized the
hearing,
ton,
and
was
a
refused
but
McOulnness.
The clipping is taken
beheld. An attendance of 50,000 is exto receive the amounts collected. One July celebration met last night In Cal- - Information from a business gentle- said
she had a great deal to tell.
from the issue of May 30, 1874, and and meanness as has leen exhibited half of the total amount subscribed will Inet hall and talked over affairs.
pected.
deman
Mr.
and
said
Hubbell
that
during
present excitement by some
Tipton said he wanted no comJust at this time is interesting read or our the
The committee will have the cele- serves credit.
This morning the candidates took
Mr. Hubbell, how-eve- r plaints. Witness said
fellow citizens. On the other become due and payable when the
that the body of their practice spins
ing:
fight
reproduced
brated San Juan bill
about the track,
person
persons
prevent
or
to
has
worked
to
over
bound
bard
are
hand, we have numerous examples of
THE FLOOD.
on the night of the Fourth, and It is ex the overflow of farming lands between Mrs. Gehiing was always covered with while the rails were lined with tart
the opposite virtues among those from the grand jury. The Indian who was
bruises. Witness was told that if we
pected that It will eclipse anyspectac
followers, stablemen and owners anxAlbuquerque on an Island People Fly whom we least expected it. The base arrested Is strongly suspected of being ular event ever witnessed in the south-went- . this city and Alameda, and announced divulge the secrets of the asylum the
ious
for a final Judgment on the proa
night
would
Gallup,
Is
man,
In
jail
responsible
and
he
at
last
he
the
be
that
of
In
bluffs
town,
on
the
front of
Ing to the Bluffs Excitement.
Institution would go to pieces.
on
block
the
house
Tlie
attack
for the winner of the great race.
Iect8
to
$750,
to
going
It
for
expended
secure
a
money
is
hard
be
to be
in the
In our last we mentioned the fact the east side, Is now lined with camp but
Nearly all who testified to the use
on the San Juan hill during the Culan work, a
The
horses
named to start embrace
one
gives
In
some
having
unless
conviction
sum
like
also
been
ing
places
where
it seems to us the
that the river had overflowed Its lanks
of the straight jacket and administerwar, the flight of the Spaniards and
pick of the great handicap horse
at the Rinconada and was threatening persons encamped although rejoicing formation, and for that reason it Is the blowing up of the block house will agreed upon by the mayor.
ing shower laths said they were given the
of the east, though some of those that
thought that a reward may do some
B. Spitz of the dry goods firm of
our town with isolation. The latter oc in comparative safety, are suffering
le the real things. Some of the men B. Ilfeld & Co., was also present at as punishment.
have figured as phenomenal racers
curred on Sunday morning at 3 o'clock great deal from exposure and anxiety good.
by
were
Mr.
Witnesses
examined
who will take the leading parts were
council,
and
firm
stated
his
the
at
the
prospective
that
loss
of their hlmes
a. m., when the water which entered
Dougherty, added by other members of have lieen eliminated from the contest.
In the fight, while serving under the
Banking Topics Discussed.
field left Is rather an even one
would stand the expense of twenty-fivat Rinconada on Wednesday reached and crops. We know not, of course
the commission, and to cross examina- The
Atlanta, Ga., June 18. At this morn Stars and Stripes. The battle will le
size is sufficiently limited to
the
and
whether
workmen
two
as
days,
will
for
the
river
and
rise much high- ing's session, which was largely at in full view of
the river again alove Barelas; thus
tion by the editor of the Advertiser.
the grand stand and far many more, If needed.
give every starter a chance for the
partially cutting us off from all sur er than it is now, but !elieve If it tended, the members of the Georgia enough away
to prevent any accident
glory of a great turf victory and the
The mayor informed Mr. Spitz that
roundings, communication being kept should rise three feet higher, a proper State Bankers' association in annual
Building Falls.
to
Se1ator8.
r.
there was no extra men to hire, as all
up solely by means of fording between display of energy, a unity of purpose convention listened to the reading of
New York, June 18. The third floor thousands of dollars which fall to
Colonel Borradaile has been tender up the valley in the flooded
W.
C.
Goldsmith,
Whitney
purse
liberality
yet
and
of
can
save the papers on
here and points east and by boats be
the following topics: "DIs ed and has accepted the position of were now at work protecting district of a building at 49 Bowery, occupied favorite candidate, continues to have
their as a box factory, caved In today, burytween here and points south and west. town. The whole weight of our defense honesty of Bank Cashiers," A. J. Han having charge
of the attacking forces. own premises.
ing some thirty young women. Sev- the call and doubtless will go to the)
On Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday should not le left on the shoulders of sell, Cuthbert; "Protest Iaw," Oscar
All of
rejorted
Alderman Harsch .who has been In eral are seriously Injured. The girls post heavily backed as the favorite fas
a force of men were at work under the three or four persons, no matter how E. Dooly, ..lawn; "A State Auditor, things as the
going along nicely.
the race.
water almost contlnuosuly since the were at work on the second floor.
direction of Mr. Fran2 Hunlng and Lo- much those persons have at stake. Ev W. D. Manley, Atlanta. Final adjourn
The
local
dialers in fire works who break, gave It as his opinion that the
Taken by a Long Shot.
renzo Montano, endeavoring to stop ery resident of this town has some ment will
taken late this afternoon ordered the goods for the Central I.a-U15 to 1, won the SuburAfrikander,
grave,
thing
betvery
Charged
Robbery.
With
to
been
has
Diamond
but
situation
lose
ought
and
to do some after all unfinished business has been
the breach, but owing to a want of suf
union this morning received a dis ter now.
Peoria, Juno 18. Robert McDer-mott- , ban handicap this afternoon. Herbert
ficient help and the unsteady manner thing towards the common defense. disposed of and officers chosen to patch
stating that In order to Insure
Ralne third.
Bon of Captain McDermott, a second, Hunter
In any event, a force of men were
Time.
In which the men worked, no headway The losses already Incurred will be serve during the ensuing year.
arrival
of the goods In this city on sent to the neighborhood of Dick Lus- leading citizen, was arrested today, 2:10 2 5.
the
could be made and the attempt was long felt and the prostration of bus!
time it would be necessary to send ted 's place an 1 on North Fourth street charged with the theft of $2,000 worth
To Rush Work on Cruiser.
abandoned. In the meantime the wa ness difficult to recuperate, and it Is
Commencement at Michigan.
by express. This adds considera
them
Camden, N. J., June 18. The ke
last night to watch conditions, and re- of diamonds belonging to Thomas
ter had spread over a large portion of only through a proper display of public
Ann Arbor, Mich., June 18. The
ble to the expense, but they must le port, should any break occur or any Webb of this city and W. H. McGarick,
spirit
our
Washington
can
that
be
difficulties
blocks
have
over
of the cruiser
the lands along the margin, drowning
so word was wired back to tampering with acequias not other- proprietor of one of the leading buf- graduating clas of the University ot
had
out the budding crops, tumbling down come. Trust and resignation to the len laid at the New York shipyard do so.andThere will
Michigan this year was one of the largle several new feat wise right, to the mayor.
very
Divine
good
this
city,
fets, was arrested for receiving the
are
Will
will
dur
and noble
and the keel
be laid
houses and scaring everybody gener
est in the history of the university.
In
ures
works
fire
line,
the
besides
the
stolen property. The diamonds were
ally. This destruction was mainly due virtues when misfortune comes upon ing the early port of next month. Work
The meeting then adjourned.
The exercises of commencement week
usual set pieces, bombs, rockets, can
May,
Chicago
.
early
any
consigned
us
on
in
will
shape
having
from
be
in
the
cruiser
after
done all
carried forward
to the action of some persons between
culminated this morning with the gradTHE IMPORTANT FACTS.
in our power to avoid it, but they as rapidly as possible. It was the in dies, etc.
but disappeared while on the train.
, here and Alameda who threw up em
uating exercises in the Waterman Kyna
was
Word
daylight
received
that the
X bankments
across the channel where should not be carried to the verge of tention of the late President Morse to fire works were on the road,
Representatives of The Citizen Visitnaslum. The graduates received their
of Eagles.
Meeting
Stats
bill
of
the
foolishness by saplnely sluing down make a record as to time in building
v the water was seeking an outlet, there
ed Flooded Districts.
lading having already arrived. This Is
Anderson, Ind., June 18. The at- diplomas from President Angell and)
Washington
would
as
serve
by causing 't to collect, rise and ex and awaiting its approach
an
that
without the
Last night and this morning there tendance at the first state convention the annual address was delivered by
something which very few persons in
pand until It finally overtopped the ob- making every possible effort to evade advertisement for the ship company
rumors on the street that the of the Fraternal Order of Easles, United States Senator Quarlee of Wla
were
country
of
the
have ever
His wishes In this respect are to be this section
structions and burst a passage through or turn it aside.
,
seen. They are all that has been
which began here today, gives evl- - consln.
Continued "i page four.
them. Other embankments existed In Owing to the embarrassment and In carried out.

All the Railroads at Kansas
City Are Involved.

KANSAS KILLERS ORDERED

The Insane Asylum Officials

Were Brutal.

FACTORY

JAIL

BUILDING

FLOOR FALLS

Leading Citizen of Illinois Charged With

Fire in Colorado Town Destroys Three
ness Houses.

Diamond Robbery.
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ALVARADO PHARMACY
B. H. BRIQG8 &CO., Prop.
Colorado, 'Phone 48
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O

NLA BE

PAPER OF
BERNALILLO
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t

tables' guests have been advaneed, but
remains that five of the

CiliKO the fact
Publlahera

twelve have left and the remaining
seven are determined to stop.

Kdltor
City Kdltor

It is not Irrigation, but the drainage
question that Is interesting this city
nt present.

Published Dally and Vackly.
U Nl

Automatic Thons 207

The people of this territory have
contributed $3.oil0 to the Kansas City
flood sufTererB. Mr. Rockefeller sent
the check,

L

COUNTY

r

IN ALL

proof levees could be built by a sum
equivalent to the value of the growin
crops submerged and lost.

THE OVERFLOW.
The present condition ol the Rio
Grande is proof positive that active
work Is necessary to protect this city
from future floods. The whole upper
end of the beautiful valley above this
city is under water, and there is
mass of water slowly creeping down
This
the valley towards this city.
back water has little current as yet
and can be handled by prompt work
on the part of the people. If the river
continues to rise It will be necessary
to further strengthen the dyke at Al
ameda, and to erect another dyke just
north of the city.
There Is not the least bit of good ac
compllshed in getting scared under
anv circumstances, and in this case
there is certainly nothing accomplish
ed by idle rumors and telling about
what might happen. What is needed
is prompt work to prevent the flood
water coming Into the city. At the
worst no great damage could be done,

It the Santa Fe company could be
Induced to build a switch along the
Alameda dyke at Correlas, the upper
portion of the valley above this city
would be well protected from future
floods.

Cuts, Bruises and Burns Quickly
Healed.
Chamberlain's 1'ain Halm Is an an
tiseptic liniment, and when applied
-auses
to cuts, bruises and burns,
them to heal without maturation and
much more quickly than by the usual
treatment. For saie by all druggists.

ThieveB stole a statue weighing
ton from a Chicago office building.
The building was old and not worth

taking.
The city of Albuquerque has had a
narrow escape from flood. The dyke

at Alameda should be made more se
cure.
If a flood could be stored at head
waters and gently paid out in irriga
tion, it would he the farmers' friend
instead of his despoiler.

What an immense stretch of

flood

ALBUQUERQUE,

TRANBACTB A OCNCtAL TRUST COMPANY BUBINCBB
INTIRtBT PAID ON BAVINOB DKPOBITB

THE MAN WITH THE BIG HEAD Go 'wayl Git outl fm elckl I want to dlel
you old slnnerl No rest for the wlckedl
THE MAN WITH THE LEVEL HEAD-A- h,
You will 00 on a bat while your wife's in the country .rlll you? You ought to suf-

WALKS OF LIFE.

o
CLAYTON.

From the Enterprise.
Mrs. Robt. Brown returned from
Kansas City.
Those who planted alfalfa this year
a.re now congratulating themselves upon their foresight.
Mrs. N. E. Charlton and her daugh
ter, Alice, left for Olivet, Kas., where
they will visit for a month.
Prof. Tooley, from Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma, is in the city for the pur
pose of organizing a dancing club. The
professor comes well recommended.
J. Li. De Haven was in town and re
ports that he has lost several sheep
which were recently sheared, on ac
count of the cold rains.
There has lieen considerable loss in
lamia during the past week on ac
count of the rain. Several parties who
had commenced to shear lost heavily
from the newly sheared sheep.

ceipts, $3,004.17.
I.as Crucee, $ 1,400 to $1,400; total re
ceipts, $3,037.25.
Las Vegas, $2,100 to $2,200; total re
ceipts, $10,179.03.
Raton, $1,800 to $2,2"0; total re
ceipts, $8,139.64.
Roswell, $2,000 to $2,200; total re
ceipts, $10,219.13.
Santa Fe, $2,3oo to $2,200; total re
ceipts, $10,493.71.
Silver City, $1,800 to $1,700; total re
ceipts, $5,664.95.
Socorro, $1,100 to $1,100, total re
ceipts, $2,371.20.
Springer, $1,100 to $1,100; total re
ceipts, $2,150.36.
Other offices where no changes are
made not sent.
hot and close next
The fight will
year letween the cities of Raton, Ros
well, Ia Vegas and Santa Fe as to
which will le the second city to Albuquerque in the territory. They are
each now marked at $2,200. Raton ad
vanced this year $400, Roswell $200,
Vegas $100 and Santa Fe decreas
ed $100. At a projiortionate rate next
year, Raton would be second to Albuquerque, Roswell third. Las Vegas
fourth and Santa Fe fifth. Silver City
had a decrease of $100.

POSTOFFICE RECEIPTS.

do.
Mrs. J. Q. GalleRoe, who has been In
barge of the public school in this dis

The copper exports for the month of
according to the figures com
plied by the New Work metal ex
change, show a very heavy falling off
as compared with recent month
amounting as they did to only 9.18
tons, as against about 14,000 tons In
April and 15,439 tons in May, 1902.
May,

The bureau ot chemistry of the ag
ricultural department at Washington
Las been forced to give up the pure
food diet table at which the effect of
food adulterants in common ubb wa
being tested. Various reasons for the
affection of the young men, twelv
in number, who constituted the tw

's

Staple and Fancy Groceries
114 South Second Street.

Free Delivery

O.dera Solicited.
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ATTORNEY-AT-UA-

M. Office,

M.

Blm on

P. Reynold

Btrn

Bolomon

N. C. Btevenm

Wlllr
Whitney

W. R.

Designated legal depository for public, trust and fiducial y
funds of all kinds. Abstracts of Title made and certified.

WITH AMPLE MEAN8
All kinds of Fresh treats handled
Sausage making a specialty.

D. Lee
Office, room 7, N
Will practice In at

Albuquerque.

Vic Premldent r. A. Hubbell, Vic Premldent
Dr. John Temeher
David Romentveld

West Gold Avenue.

Old Phone 68
New Phone 152.
Residence, New Phone 353.

..

J, W. EDWARDS...
The Veteran

...Undertaker and Embalmer...
My ambu ance nervier pe!fecttmlng
jus added to my bus nem a mw
AMBl'-Lrutber t il tt III1B felt
want
till b tig
NCI- - which
promptrg-nd
to sliesiitfrr
ly t dy or muht. My motto it honest
woikktre s nubirp icta.
1

A

r.--

N

THE

BANK

OF

COMMERCE

N.

Of ALBUQUERQUE,

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $100,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. 8. OTERO, President
W. S STRICKLER, V. P, and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON,

wm.

J.

Mcintosh

C. BALDRIDGE

geo.

solomon luna

A. M. BLACKWELL

A sat

W. A. MAXWELL

DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FE RAILWAY

JOE RICHARDS,

THE JOHN BECKER CO.,

CIGARS

Boll or Mills and Elevator

1134 West Railroad Avenue.

'

Get Your

w

Summer Sail

I

12!

-

Made at

WILLIAM

GLEASNER

w

THE TAILOR
216

--

1 SOUth

Second St.
Albuquerque

ATTO"NEY-AT-LA-

When you want to buy Flour and Bran, cr want to sell
Wheat, write to
TT7P. .TOTTN

3ELEN, N. M

RECKEh CO . PrODS

blood-makin-

t

Windsor medicine, bin
tors and lor dilft-rtn- t
1
read one ot your
ceived no benefit. At lust
advertisements in a paju-r- , and obtained a bottle
of Dr. l'lerce'a ('.olden Medical Discovery, lie-fI had takeu one bottle (if this
I
taking three holtlea
no:ced a change, and atter
I was entirely fined. 1 can well recommend
Dr. hicne'a r.oldcn Medical Discovery to any
one similarly afflicted '

PIONEER BAKERY
8IM0N BALLING, Proprietor.
Successor to Balling Bros.

Wedding : Cake :a : Specialty

We desire patronage, and we
baking.
guarantee first-clas- s
The sole motive for substitution is to M7 S. First 8L,
Albuquerque, N. M
nemiit the dealer to make the little
JEMEZ B, SULPHUR HOT SPRINGS more profit paid by the sale of less merSTAGE LINE.
itorious im dtcines. Ho gains : you lose,
J.
Carries the u. a. man: only line with Therefore accept no substitute for
Dealer In
a change of stock en route; good rigs "Golden Mtillt.ll Iliscovery."
Medical
Common
Sense
People's
The
Albuquerhorses and drivers; leaves
Adviser, a book conluiuig 1008 pages,
que every day in the week, except is given away. Send 21 one-cestamps
8unday, at 6 a. m. For particulars for expense of mailing only, for the book
address W. L. Trimble t Co.. agents in paper covers, or 31 stamps tor tne volAVENU
Albuquerque, or J. i--. BLOCK, pro ume bound in cloth. Addiess Dr. R. V 106 WEST HAILROAD N. M.
ALBUQUERQUE.
Buffalo,
N.
Y.
Kerce,
prietor, Jemes, N. M.

Cheap California Trip
people-Sav- e
In Pullman Tourist Sleeper daily on fast train, w ith pleasant
Personally conducted
money ami travel comfortably.
excursions, in charge of experienced agent,

A. SKINNER

Staple and
iFancy Groceries

Csshle.

arnot.

HALL.

rooms 1 and S. N
Armijo building. Albuquerque, N. M.
T.
woman
to
It is a great affliction for a
E. W. Dobson
her face disfigured by pimples or
trict for the iant eight months, closed have
Office. Cromwel
of eruptive ilisease. It makes ATTOHNEY-AT-LAform
anv
day
.
next
i
i j
her school last Friday and the
her morom amii' Mrusuic, mm iuub ,ici block, Albuquerque, N. M.
took the stage for her home in
of social enjoyment. IhsfiguniiK erup
H. Stingle
tions are causeil by impure hlixxl, and ATTORNEY-AT-I.AW- John
Vegas.
.
Cromwell block
bloodby
great
cured
the
entirely
are
Albuquerque, N. M.
C. V. Safford, territorial traveling
Dr. 1 lerce Ljoinen
medicine
punf)ing
auditor, was a visitor in Santa Rosa, Medical Discovery. It removes from the
PHYS'CIANS.
blood the poisonous impurities which
having come for the piirjKwe of examDi. J. E. B ronton
disease. It perfectly and perman
Homeopathic Phyflclan. ining the different county offices. The cause
ently cures acromions sores, eczema,
Whlttna- Blor
17.
office of auditor as constituted now tetter, boils, pimples and other eruptive Roou
MUSIC.
territory
lw
of great benefit to the
will
diseases which are caused by the blood's
See Jos. A. Blondln, Manager Al
of New Mexico, financially, and will imoiintv. It increases the action oi
and thus in varado Trio for music for receptions
glands
the
counthe
add thousands of dollars into
creases the supply ot pure ncn biooa. muslcales. banquets, etc. Headquar
ty and territorial treasuries. Mr. SafFor about one vear and a hnlf my face wit ters. Hall & Learnara.
badly broken out." wtites Mik Came
ford went from e to Lincoln county very
Ailrnni nl lib Wet Main Miert. llattlrcrrrk.
ueal tf mnnry with docMicb. "I spent a
re-

Incendiary Fire at Kingman.
Iast Tuesday night the dwelling
house and aaay office owned by Henry
P. Kwing and William Ileimrod, In the
southwest jart of town, were destroy
ed by fire, says the Kingman Miner.

f,l

307 W. RAILROAD AVENUE
GRANT

First National Bank building.
Frank W. Clsncy

Dr. W. O. Mop
Bolomon Lunm
A. B. McMlllen

AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

CARDS

the courta of the territory.
R. W. D. Bryan

J. C. Batdrldg,

WM. GOETTING A CO., Proprietor

Dental Surgeon Santa Fe Pacific
Railroad, Grant Block, Albuquerque
N. M. Both 'Phones.

T. Armijo building.

W. M.

OFFICERS A MO DIRECTORS
Alfred Orunefeld, Vie Prtsldcnt
OIIInwatr, Premldent

The Union
Market

raile marxa, claims.

-

Best

HUsboro Creamery Butter
Earth.

DENTISTS.

William

such deiKisitors."

Our savings department will be open to the public on the
first day of July next. Special attention will be givtn this
class of business and every inducement, consistent with a
conservative business policy, wiil be offered to encourage
persistent accumulation of savings by savings depositors.

Granite Flour.

-

Mayor Myers and the county cum
mlssloners and many citizens, notably
Don Rankin and Frank and Thomas
Hubbell deserve great credit for faith
ful work in preventing the overflow
of the Rio Grande from reaching the
city.

Sala-

Co.

Sole Agents for Casino Canned Goods,
Jas. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees,

Ellis MacDougali, D. D. &.
the New
Charges and Allowances
N. T. Armijo building, room 2. Office
Mexico Offices.
hours. 8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p
Special to Citizen.
m. to 6 p. m. Appointments made by
Automatic 'phone 157; Old
Washington, June 16 The following mall
are the changes In allowances In the 'phone 62.
Kstotnces for New Mexico, beginning
Edmund J. Alger, D. O. S.
July 1, 1903:
Office hours. s:
Suf Railroad avenue.
vp.
Albuquerque, $2,000 to $2,700; total
mn to K:3n p. m.;
Appointments maae dj
Telephone 482.
$i4,)54.93.
receipts
niu.
Caiisltfid, $1,500 to $1,600; total re
LAWYERS.
eclpts, $4,352.59.
C. Hodey
Clayton, $1,300 to $1,300; total re ATTORNEY-AT-LA-Bernard
Albuquerque, N
ceipts, $2,726.93.
M Prompt attention given to all business
Will pracprofession.
to
pertaining
the
IH'inlng. $l,5oo to $1,500; total re
and betice In all courts of the territory
office.
land
States
United
ceipts, $3,943.98.
fore the
ii.&nu to ji,40o;
total re- Ira M. Bond
,
42 F street N. W
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWWashington, D. C. Pensions. ItindB, pat
enta. copyrights, caviata. ieiier

a

Pratt &

F. G.

W. V. Wolvln, D. D.

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

hit'h-jjriid- e

--

1903

1882

In

SANTA ROSA.
The New Mexican is very anxious
should
law
that a certain territorial
From I.a Voz l'ubllca.
be vigorously enforced in Aubuquer-que- .
John S. Clark, ex coal oil inspector
This Is another case where the and pro6K-rousheep raiser from Las
Biblican advice about the mote and Vegas, passed through Santa Rosa on

Fab-?- r,

markef. on
Look into titeinwort'a
Sorth Third street He has the nicest
'resb meals in the city.

' Starring Evidence.
Fresh testimony In great quartity Is
constantly coming In, declaring Dr.
ting's New Discovery for consumption,
Coughs and Colds to be unequaled A
recent expression from T. J. McFar-lanBentorvllle, Va., serves as exam
ple. He writes as roiiows: "i naa
bronchitis for three years and doc
tored all the. time without being bene
began taking ur. King s
fited. Then
New Discovery, and a few bottles
wholly cured me." Equally effective
in curing all lung and throat troubles,
ronsumDtlon. pneumonia and grip.
Guaranteed by all druggists. Trial bot
tles free, regular sizes 50c and $1.00.

nue, between First and Second streets.

"There i9 hereby created and established a savings department, which may receive deposits of monev in trust and
allow thereon interest as hereinafter provided, 'ihe deposits,
investments and all business of the paving's department shall
be kept separate from the other Susiness of the company,
and the trust fund thus accumulated shall be invested in first
mortalities on improved real estate and other
securities, and the note9, bonds or other evidence ' ' such
vestment shall be held by the company in trust W the savings deMisitor9 and solely applicable to the repayment of

0

IRA M. BOND.

PROFESIONAL

We have ample means and unexcelled
for the
transaction of a trust company business in alt of its branches,
are prepared to render prompt and satisfactory stivice and
respectfully solicit your business.
Hbvlngs Dfjiariinent Extract from regulations:

See our new spring line of carpets.

We can save you money. Albert
305 Weft Railroad avenue.

1

DO YOU EAT?
If so call on D. Weiller & Co. Their
groceries are always fresh. Gold ave

his way to his sheep ranch on the

(

ferl But why didn't you do as I told you when I lett you lasi nitjni, ana as 1 uiu
myself: take a CASCARET Candy Cathartic before going to bed? You'd feel good
H'-I do. They work" while you sleep, fix up your stomach arsjl bowels, cool
your feverish liver, and make you feel fine and dandy the morning after. 662

-

the beam could be applied.

NEW MEXICO

Paid In Capital and Surplus $100,000.00

en-Jo-

o

Here is something that will Interest
you:
Your heart is practically
force pump about six inches In length
It
and four inches in diameter.
beats seventy times per minute, 4,200
times per hour, 100,800 times per day
and 36,792,000 times per year.

18 190S

Montezuma Trust Company

Herpicide Is Used to Cure Dandruff.
E, H. Lyons, New
York, N. Y.,
says:
"I am very fond of Herpicide and
using it. It is refreshing."
Hr. J. H. IltiHh, Toledo, O., writes:
"Newbro's Herpicide has given bet
ter satisfaction than anything I have
ever used."
Mrs. Dorkey ot Chadron, Neb , says
of Herpicide:
"It cleaned my head of dandruff and
topped my hair from falling out. It
is the best remedy for dandruff I ever
sed, and I have used a great many."
R. S. Colecan, Ann Arbor, Mich.,
says:
I have used two bottles of HerplIde and derived benefit therefrom.
Send
Sold by leading druggists.
10c in stamps for sample to The Her
picide Co., Detroit, Mich. B. H. Briggs
Co., special agents.

y

When la the Santa Fe company go
to to ault switching cars on Rail
road avenue?

Till USDA, JUNE

of the Are Is supposed

days. The fire was discovered breaking from the dwelling house, but al
though a number of people arrived In
gTKxl time it was found lnixmstble to
do anything toward extinguishing the
flame for lack of water. The oil or
gasoline tanks were on the track In
front of the building, but were shoved
awav In time to save them and their
contents. Considerable of the assay
mo.(Tia!s, scales, etc., were saved. The
lot's is about $2,0(10, partly covered by
Insurance. A few years ago Messrs.
Kwing & Ileimrod lost their sampling
works by fire, the loss being very
heavy. This additional loss will lie
severely felt by the loys. Among the
people of Kingman the destruction of
the building is regretted by reason of
Its associations, the dwelling lelng the
first house erected In the town, the
date lielng alout the year 1881.

This territory can stand drought and
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE floods without a whine, but if the republicans nominate Beverltfge for
Associated Frees Afternoon Dispatches vice president every one of us will
Largest City and County Circulation howl.
Th Largest New Mexico Circulation
largest Northern Arizona Circulation
Honolulu, Hawaii, will celebrate
Copies of this paper may be found on the Fourth with a big celebration.
our
of
office
au at Washington In the
K. Q. SlKfers, 118 That territory Is now a part and par
metal correspondent,
street N. V., Washington D. C
cel of the great republic and believes
Terms of Subscription.
In the old flag and big appropriations
Daily, by mall, one year, In ad
for harbor Improvements.
15.00
vance
60
Dally, by mall, one month
The 131 Pao T.'mos says that the
60
Dally, by carrier, one month
20 Central Labor union Of Albuquerque 1?
Daily, by carrier, one week
2.(1 arranging for the Fourth and Fifth of
Weekly, by mail, one year
The Dally CItlien will be delivered July. An advance circular says:
tm the city at the low rate of 20 cents
This Jolification will be absolutely
per week, or for 60 cents per month, nlque In the history of Fourth ol
vhea paid monthly. These rates are uly celebrations. The fact that 1'.
than those of any other dally pa
managed by and for the Central La
in the territory.
bor union, now 1,000 strong, is enough
SUBSCRIBERS win confer a favor on to make it Interesting."
The Cltlsen by notifying us immediof the pa-ately of any
The report that was given to this
paper yesterday regarding tne cutting of an acequia above the Alameda dyke proves to he false in many
particulars. Frank A. Hubbell had no
revolver and ''id not use any threats
n securing the opening of the acequia
to let out the flood water that was
The para
pressing upon the dyke.
graph was given to this paper In good
faith, and with no intention of doing
Mr. Hubbell an injustice.
Denver has a population of 164,000
according to the new city directory.

DAIl.iT C1T1ZKN.

to have Ihh Incendiary, an no one
was alxut the building for some
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Topics
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Fifty Years tha Standard

1

Suporlntrndont O. R. Joiighins of
Ke coast lines left today for
California.
lull's Martinez, a laborer on the section at Challender, had the end of his
finger smashed off while handling rails
Jast Wednesday.
The court rocords In El Paso P.how
."efendants
thr: railway companies
;..vo millions
In suits ''.
of (ioliars, lot deaths and personal

the Santa

at 8:37 he gulred, gagged and threw
upp the sponge, Just as Myers was
calling for the seventeenth steak. It
Is understood that Quite a sum of
money change,! hands among the
l
otce boys, as the operating
boys were backing Jones at
two to one."

V

18

1903

..Albuquerque's Largest Store.

fY IIIJin
Jl

gcti-era-

Kodol Gives Strength

ly enabling the digestive organs to

di-

gest, asslmlllflte and transform all of
the wholesome foou that may be eaten
John MeCallum is spending a few Into the kind of blood that nourish.
days with his friends In this rity, and the nerves, feeds the tissues, hardens
.he muscles and recuperates the orU enjoying himself. "Mack" Is Kan-trgans of the entire body, Kodol DysBrothers' head foreman at Camp pepsia Cure
cures Indigestion, dyspep.
No. 3 on the Belen
sia, catarrh of the stomach and all
Sold by B. H.
The first passenger train operated stomach disorders.
by the Denver, Enid & Gulf Railroad Brlggs & Co. and S. Vann & Son.
company to enter the Santa Fe depot
THAT SANTA FE DIVIDEND.
reached Guthrie, Okla., last Saturday.
The new road runs from Guthrie to President Ripley Says It Will Not Be
Enid.
Curtailed or Passed.
The high stage of water In the ColoThe many rumors which have gone
rado river has compelled the moving forth regarding the curtailment of divof some track of the Santa Ke be- idends on Santa Fe common stock
tween Needles and the bridge, the have caused a decided panic among
water having encroached so far as to smaller stockholders, and many of
make the roadway unsafe.
them have been Induced to sell their
The paper at Needles, Cal., says that holdings at a loss. President Ripley
there arrived the first of the week o' the Santa Fe in a recent Interview
three new Scotch marine boilers of regarding the matter, said:
125 horse power for the use of the
U.
"It Is no part of my business to atSanta Fe shops. They will take the tempt to influence the stock market,
place of the present battery of five but I do not like to feel that bona fide
PRICE BAKING POWDER CO CHICAGO.
boilers.
holders of our stock for Investment
F. L. Lanable, chief clerk In the are being Induced to sell at a sacrifice been discriminated against ever since dollars.
The ore was struck at a
superintendent's office of the Santa because of these absurd stories about by the Santa Fi and some other roads. depth of thirty feot and Is widening
Fe at Wlnslow, Is spending a short passing or reducing dividends. The The Santa Fe lias not been employing with depth. The vein is large and
vacation In San Bernardino. Cal., dividends on common Is not due until members of the order for some time.
the pay streak eighteen Inches. It
where he w'as married to a young October 1, and the matter will not
seems to be coming their way with a
lady of that city on June 12.
Mr. come before the directors until AugChamberlain's Coi'c. Cholera and
down-hil- l
pull.
Diarrhoea Remedy.
Spencer Is acting clerk during his ab- ust. No man can tell what will hapThe
success
uniform
of this remedy
sence.
Outside orders soucueu for Fourth
pen between now and that time, but as made it the most popular
prepara-ioA fact not penerally known Is that there Is no more reason to anticipate
in use for bowel complaints. It Is of July FIRE WORKS. Write to O. A.
the bathing girl, used by the Santa Fe a change In the dividend rate today verywhere recognized as the one Matson & Co., and get the best.
Railroad company for the purpose of than there was a year ago today. The emedy that can always be depended
D. WEILLER & CO.,
pen and that Is pleasant to take. It
advertising
Coronado Beach, is a subject has not been under discussion s especially
Agents for the finest brands of all
valualde for summer
Phoenix girl, and as a consequence a In the board because there has been liarrhoea in children and Is undoubt- kinds of groceries In the territory. The
damage suit Is now in the courts, hav- no occasion for such discussion and edly the means of saving the lives of Gold ayenue grocers.
ing been brought by this self same nothing In the conditions to make It a great many children each year. For
Just received a large assortment of
sale by all druggists.
girl for using the picture without her necessary."
iquares and rugs. Albert Faber,
..t
consent.
Painful Injury.
Grant building.
A Boycott Declared.
Thomas W. Moss has been appointed
C. L. Youngfoot, who is employed at
Our l.nen display is attractive; our
A Chicago dispatch states that the the railroad shops,
traveling passenger agent of the Sanhas met with a very prices none
the less so. Albert Faber,
deTelegraphers
Railroad
of
order
has
coast
to
Fe
late
ta
lines,
succeed the
painful accident. While at work his Grant building.
L. H. Dickson. The appointment is clared a boycott against the Atchison, Index finger of the left hand caught In
o
YESTERDAY S BALL GAMES.
announced through a circular which Topeka & Santa Fe road, a circular a large circular saw and It was severed
has been signed by John J. Byrne, gen- Utter, signed by the president and from the hand. The finger was dressed
National League.
eral passenger agent. It Is effective grand secretary of the order having at the Santa Fe hospital.
At Boston
R H E
1
3
5
Boston
from June 1. The new appointee has been received by the ticket agents of
5
2
2
Brooklyn
A serious Mistake.
been In the employ of the Santa Fe ail the roads centering In Chicago.
E. C. DeWut & oo. Is the name of
The letter asks the ticket agents,
Batteries: Pittinger and Moran; Garfor ten years.
the firm who make the genuine Witch vin and Ahearn.
A. N. Brown, general freight and when routing pasengers and freight,
i.azel Salve. De
Is the Witch
to discriminate against the Santa Fe. Hazel Salve that Witt's
rassenger agent of the El Paso-RocSecond game
R H E
heals without leav4
The trouble between the telegraph- ing a scar. It Is a serious mistake to Boston
6 14
Island, has returned to El Paso from
Chicago, where he went in company ers and the Santa Fe Is of long stand- use any other. DeWitfs Witch Hazel Brooklyn
14 18
0
blind, bleeding, Itching
In 1890 the telegraphers and Salve cures
with Senator Andrews, president of ing.
Batteries:
Piatt and Klttredge;
and protruding piles, burns, bruises,
agents
became dissatisfied eczema and all skin diseases, Sold by Schmidt and Jacklttscb.
the Santa Fe Central, to consult with station
At Philadelphia
R H E
the officials of the Rock Island sys- with their pay and working conditions B. H. Briggs & Co. and S. Vann & Son.
PJiladelphia
1
4 10
tem relative to the new traffic arrange- and sent a committee to Chicago to
If you want first class FIRE New York
7 13
2
ments which will be promulgated be- make demands, and, after many conWORKS see O. A. Matson & Co.
Taylor and Warner;
Batteries:
tween the three lines, on the comple- ferences, a strike- - was called.
Sparks and Roth.
The officers of the order say that
tion of the Santa Fe Central.
MINING NOTES.
The largest tralnload of cattle to the company, by a subterfuge. Induced
Western League.
The Cyclopic mine, Gold Basin disleave El Paso this season left over the the men to resume work at the end of
At Peoria
R H E
trict,
Arizona,
working
is
steadily
and
seventeen
days, and they also Bay that
Santa Fe line Sunday for Colorado,
1
9 11
Colorado Springs
says the El Paso Herald. The train those who took part In the strike have the mill turning out considerable gold Peoria
1
2
8
In the form of
contained thirty-threBatteries: McNeoly and Starnagle;
cars of MexAl. James is getting out ore from Hart and Wilson.
ican cattle consigned to W. M. Ran
"THE DUSTY MILLER."
his mines In the Chemehuevls moundall, for his ranch. This was the
At Kansas City
R H E
11 11
4
tains, Arizona, that is said to run as Kansas City
And White Bread.
first train of cattle to leave El Paso
Moat millers are bitter enemies of high as $5,000 per ton in gold. The Des Moines
6 14
5
by way of that line since the shipment
for business reasons, for average of the ore being taken out Is
Batteries: Halla and Ullrich; Madl-gaof live stock was blocked several Grape-Nut- s
food Is largely replacing above $500 per ton. The vein is two
and Fohl.
days ago, owing to the high water In Grape-Nut- s
white bread for Grape-Nut- s
At St. Joseph
R H E
contains feetwlde and outcrops for a long disKansas.
St. Joseph
grainB. tance.
8
9
3
Contracts have been let by the Mo- the whole of the health-givinH. C. Malloy and wife were at King- Omaha
4
9
2
have Gold Mining company of Arizona while the patent white flour In uniBatteries: Bowman, Chlnn and Gar-vofor the building of twenty-thremiles versal use today is made with the man from Stockton Hill. Mr. Malloy
Henderson, Comianion and Gond-ing- .
of narrow guage road connecting the most healthful part of the wheat left Is superintendent of the Earl mine,
out.
now
which
Is
Just
reported
to
showbe
mine and mill and then to the bank of
"
A miller of Newark, O., who has ing up splendid values.
At Milwaukee
R H E
the Colorado river, opposite Needles,
4
5 15
A. J. Doran, president of Arizona's Milwaukee
says the Kingman Miner. The road studied the subject says of Grape-Nuts- :
4
5
7
"I began by using the food World's Fair commission, arrived In Denver
may be carried to the Gold road. We
Batteries: McPherson and Lucia ;Ey-le- r
have not learned to whom the contract once a day, then twice a day, and for Kingman from Los Angeles. Mr. Doand Latimer.
,t.as been let. Another rumor has It the last six months three times a day ran is a well known mining operator
I
confidently
and
I
affirm
have
and
a
has
that
made
a
number
of successes
road from the Santa Fe will
that
.
American Le-j- i.
soon be constructed to connect all the received more real substantial benefit In the handling of Arizona properties
At Washington
game called at
mining camps in the San Francisco from the use of Grape-Nutthan from where others had failed.
It is rumored that a ten stamp mill the end of the seoond Inning. Score,
mining district by rail. This would all the other things I have tried. My
be the proper thing, as the companies trouble was Indigestion and kidney is about to be Installed at the Clay Detroit, 7; Washington, 1. Rain.
At New York
Springs group of mines, In the Music
R H E
could then get supplies delivered at disease.
1
4
1
"I began to receive relief at once mountain country of Arizona. There New York
the mines at
the present cost,
1
4
0
besides opening up a wonderful min- and as I am a practical millwright is a good supply of water at Clay Chicago
pnd miller as well I can see and under- springs and this will be brought In
I5atteris: Wolfe and Beville; Flaeral section.
to
stand the philosophy of such a nutri be used In the mill. The mines show herty and McFadden.
A reader of the State Journal at ment as Grape-NutAt Philadelphia
R H E
and why its use good bodies of free milling ore, which
1
4
St. Iuls
7
Dalhait, Tex., contributes the follow- gives us such good results. The con- will be
broken down and run through. Philadelphia
ing: "Jones, the train master, has tinued use of patent flour bread will
11 12
0
The mine is one of the best in that
Batteries: lMdy and Sugden; Bendffcllen!
The lero of many a gastro- produce Injury sooner or later because section of country.
er and Powers.
nomic battle !s vanquished, and Myers, the true
and
Lieutenant and Mrs. S. E. Adair of
R H E
At Boston
the Invincible Joe, the man of many elements of the wheat berry are elim- New York are guests
of the Beale at Boston
1
1
7
titles, heads the profesh.
inated In the manufacture of patent Kingman. Lieutenant Adair is mak8
3
2
Cleveland
"On last evening it was decided final flour.
ing an examination of the
Batteries: Gilon and Smith; Moore
ly and forever, a contest that has well
"My unasked for advice to all Is to group of mines, four miles
south of and Abbott.
night exhausted the extensive verb- use dally a nutriment like Grape-NutKingman, with a view to purchase.
Second game
R H E
iage of the English language.
For that retains all the vitality of the 'The mines are wonderful
bodies of Boston
1
6
9
months It has been a hard fought bat- grain. For this very reason there Is low grade ore, free
milling and easily Cleveland
1
4
5
tle as to which of the well known gen- more direct virtue in the dally use of workable. The
main line of the SanBatteries: Hughes and Crlger; Joss
tlemen could put Into the Inner man Grape-Nut-s
than In all the medicinal ta Fe railroad crosses the vein of the
and
the greatest amount of food and to tonics In the wcrld that crowd to ovwithin a hundred feet of the
settle the matter for the benefit of erflowing the shelves of drug stores. main workings. The ore can be quarAmerican Association,
many
themselves
admiring
and
At Columbus
"The restaurant where I take my ried from the vein, thousands of tons
friends on both sides, they took pos- meals keeps Grape-Nut15
on hand to lying exposed on the surface. A big Columbus
Kansas City
9
session of the Rock Island diner on accommodate me and others who eat supply of water
has been opened up
An Indianapolis
No. 4 and were to wire results from to live and enjoy life and health " In
a well within a few hundred feet of Indianapolis
3
Bucklin.
At 8:30 p. m., two hours Name furnished by Postum Co., Bat- the mine.
Minneapolis
0
and thirty-eigh- t
minutes from the tle Creek, Mich.
Cal Wilson, A. A. Schwerln and J. A.
At Louisville
start, the anxious friends of the gladGrape-Nut- s
can be served In a va- Farrell have etruck it rich In the
l Iiouisville
4
iators were advised, 'Myers won by a riety of ways from plain breakfast
mountains near the Enterprise St. Paul
6
goose neck.' The contest was nip and food to the novel and delicious Grape-Nut-s
company mines. Mohave county, AriAt Toledo-Tol- edo
tuck for two hours and a half, when
Ice Cream See the little recipe zona. The ore Is thick with horn silJ
Chris commenced to slow down and book In each package.
ver and runs up Into the hundreds of Milwaukee
2

Commencing Friday, June 12, for

Injures.
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Awarded
Highest Honors World's Fair.
Highest Tests
S, Gov't Chemists

ONE WEEK OMLY
Those who attended our last week's muslin underwear sale will know that this sale means
another favorable opportunity to secure excellent values in high grade merchandise. The
greatest sale in the history of this store's sales was our sale of undermuslins, even greater
than we expected. The success was due to the fact that there are so many styles in the different line of prices lower than lingerie has ever been sold in this city before this event.

o

will be this sale of Wash Fabrics
with the thousand after thousand
yards of new dainty Dainty Wash- able Materials, from the sheer
Organdies to the ever serviceable Ginghams, to be sold at SALK PRICES this early in
in the summer season. On account of limited space we cannot go into details as to what the
different specials consist of, or their worthy merits as special values, but you can get the
correct information and see for yourself the great values as they are displayed in our wash
goods department and throughout the store. By a visit to Albuquerque's largest store.
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300 - 302 - 304 - 306 - 308 - 310 WEST

RAILROAD AVENUE

Summer Excursion Rates
TO THE PACIFIC COAST
San Francisco and return
Los Angeles or Redondo

$55.00
35.00

of Sale Evory Tusseay,
..Date
Thursday and Saturday during month
of May, June, July, August and September.
Limits November SO, 1MS,
8topover within limit of ticket
and wast of Barstow.

k

Santa Monica, Long Beach or
East San Pedro
35.04
San Diego, Coronado Beach.. 35.00

For further information call

at ticket office

Santa Fe Ticket Agent, Albuquerque,'.N.

F. L.Myers,
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ADVERTISE

TIME TABLE

or Mnt in pU'a wrppr,
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prepaid, for
I 00. or S
bottle $2. 75.
Circular Mut on ruuat
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Novemb.r
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"Grand Canyon Illuminated Mounts'
ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
"Lesser Platinum Prints' on sale at
Santa Fe ticket office for 26 centa. Call No. 1, California Express.... 7:16p.m.
No. 7, Me, ft Cal. Express, ,16:0s p.m.
and see samples. F. L. Myers, agent
no. s, caiirornia umited... .19:40
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
The Citizen Is the people's paper, It
a an
No. 2. Atlantic RxDresa
contains the news, too.
No. 4. Chlcaxo Limited
11:00 n m
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:80 p.m.
jr.".?
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
No. 22, Atlantic Express .... 7:10 .m.
For PileSf Burns Sores.
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 p.m.
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:06 a.m.
Railroad Time Tables No.
4, Chicago Limited
11:6 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
8:46 p.m.
LEAVE GOING WEST.
Denver dt Rio Grande System No. 1, California
Express.... 8:15p.m.
No. 8, California Limited.... 11:00 a.m.
SANTA FE BRANCH.
No. 7, Mex. ft Cal. Express. .10:46 p.m.
Time Table No. 71.
No. 7 will carry mail from the oast
tnd No. 2 from the west
(Effective Wednesday, April 1, 1903.)
The No. 8 and No. 4 are the limited
and they arrive dally.
Kant bound
West Bound
Local freight No. 99, going south,
Jo. 42S
No. 426 errles passengers.
i:00 aui,Lv.. .Santa Fe..Arj 6:20 pin
F. It. MTER3. Agent
b&panoia
1:00 pm
ii.w aui
1:05 pnij
Embudo
1:06 Dm K0K4KdtCe04OfKKOdi
8:40 pni. . .Tres Piedraa... 10:06 am
6:35 pm
Antonito
7:35 am
HOTEL CLAIRE...
8:60 pro
:10 am
Alamosa
2:06am
Pueblo
1:37 am
SANTA FE, N. M
7:16 aniJAr. . . Denver ...Lv 9:80 pm
FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
Trains run dally except Sunday.
LIGHTED, STEAM HEATED,
Connects with main line trains a(
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
Antonito for Durango, Silverton and
BATHS AND
SANITARY
points west, at Alamosa for Denver,
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
Colorado Springs, Pueblo and IntermeLARGE
ROOM
SAMPLE
diate points, also with narrow guage
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
via Sallda for same points via the
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
i.vjYAL GORGE line and for all points
PLAN.
on the Creede branch, at Pueblo and
GFO. E. ELLIS,
Salida for all points east or west and
proprietor
and Owner.
points
at Denver for all
east
For rates, sleeping car reservations,
etc., call on or address,

Salve

DeWitt's

0KKK4K4K44K4i

i.

A. E.

B. DAVIS,

Agent, Santa Fe, N.
8. K. HOOPER,
Gen. Pass and Ticket, Agt.,
Denver, Colo.

M.

NEWSPAPERS
MAGAZINES
TRADE PAPERS
vnrrg roa mt to

WALKER

FIRE INSURANCE

Secretary katoaJ Badldlmc AaeoeUcloa
OMeeat i. V. Beidrtde-- a Lneer Tard

CURTIS

NEWHALL

CO.

MO AHQIUS, OALirOHNM

Q.

Badaracco
Dealer fa

Oeneral Herchandlsc and
Liquors
Proprietor of tho Summor
All kinds of Country Prodaoo
and Sold.

Free to all
the City.

Goods Delivered

nuts

Corner of Third and TIJeras)
New
Ainuquerque

If you want to

Advertise in newspapers
anywhere at anytime
call on or write
C Pake's Advertising inner

L

Son Francisco

Kxi:tuuiK

-

Cal.

The ICEBERG
Railroad Avemte.
111 W.

ri.

The finest linn at I lnir mi
patrons and friends oordleilv lmU-e-d
to visit The leeberg- .- lies .i
servea every a
STEVE BALLING.

All

a.

MELINI & EAKIN
WHOLESALE

LIQUORS e

audle everrtMac

We

DUUUera

Axeatai

uflV

Special dlatrteeton Tartar 4 '
boeJavlUe, IwtukT.
111

.

Flrei 14,

bjm

I1IK

AJ.M-Ul'KKU-

RIVER

h DAILV CITIZEN

Men'sandBoy s' Ccthing
Furnishing Goods
Hats, Shoes and Trunks

18 IH(3

The best of barley, hops
and yeast, selected by one
of our partners.

W. STRONG'S SONS

Pure water, from six
wells driven down to rock.
I'ure air, which has first
passed through an air filter.
Every drop of Schlitz Beer filtered by machinery through masses of white wood pulp. Every
bottle sterilized, so that it contains no germs.
Thus we double the necessary cost of our brewing to make purity certain to make Schlitz I3eer

waters were lushing toward the city
at a rapid rate: water now surrounding
the woolen mills and the government
Indian school place was tinder water
to a depth of a foot or two One report had it that N'oith Fourth street,
between the haw mill railroad track
und the big p.". quia, was under water,
and with an expected ri.-- e of only 8
lew n lies that part of the city just
beyond the mountain road would be
practically In.indated in a few hours.
The true facts are these: A drive
to the woolen mills revealed no water
whatever around the big plant, and
the small acequia Just northeast of the
mills, was not carrying the bulk of
water it is capable of.

I V

JUNE

DISCUSSIONS.

(Concluded from ptge one.)

Saving Sale

TUTKSlMt

"

U

ST

v

healthful.
Will you drink common beer, and pay just as
much for it, when Schlitz Beer can be had for
the asking.
Ask for tht Brewery Bottling.

St

A

Mellnl & F.ttkln. Ill South First St..
Aulomutio 'l'liuue No. 11V, Albuquerque.
me Acequias.
point a drive was made
Fourth street to the acequias that
and Sout the street. The first acequia
Reduction on our Entire Stock of
T was found full of water, but no signs
At the No Name Store.
Reserved.
V of It overflowing Its banks. The sec river at the dyke has fallen over a
Boys clothing.
croquet
fine
foot since last night and the dyke Four-bal- l
ond acequia, u hundred yards northcroquet
l
especlallj
$1.15
strengthened,
considerably
west, was practically empty, but the
Our prices are always from IO to 20 per cent lower than else20c
In the weak places. He also stated Good broom
road and lowlands beyond and for
where in the city and this special 25 per cent reduction
6c
acequia at the Fourth street Fruit Jar rubbers, doz
the
that
by
Is
several
inundated
several miles
25c
crossing had been cut and the water 6 spools good thread
will make our prices less than other merchants pay for
feet of water. This water came from
We have thi only 5c and 10c coun
was being drained nicely from the ovtheir clothing.
We have everything needed for the house at right prices.
overflowed acequias and the break in
erflowed section on the Fourth street ters In the city. Everything found on
the dyke In the Alameda precinct of
Our stock is increasing all the time and we are selling n re
counters are at bargain prices.
these
opinion
of
is
north.
the
these
road
It
Q j several days ago, and finally reached
goods every day on account of our adoption if Hie
At the No Name Store.
gentlemen should no further break
its' level late yesterday afternoon and
none
In
at
and
dyke
Alameda
occur
the
0 last night, being prevented from any Is expected except from an unforseen Suits to Order From Woolens Made by
further progress toward the city by
the Rio Grande Woolen Mills.
Call and figure with us when In need of our good
rise, that there should be no further
he banks of the two big acequias.
We are now showing the products of
alarm among the people of Albuquer the new woolen mill of this city, and
Water Was Expected.
que as to a flood visiting this city.
taking measures for suits, made of
Just before The Citizen representa
Renewed Excitement.
pure new mixed wool; nearly a hun
concompete
In
the various
hand to
tives left this point Mayor Myers, AlThis afternoon, at 4 o'clock. Mayor dred different patterns; we guarantee
tacts that make up the two days' pro- derman Harseh, Street Commissioner Myers, who returned to the Alameda fit and style. Simon Stern, the Railgram.
MEETINGS.
Tierney and lion. F. A. Hubbell drove dyke, telephoned to his Rtore, for the road avenue clothier.
up, and the mayor stated that some lioys to close up and immediately come
Miss Shaw a Graduate.
effort would be made Immediately to up to Alameda. The Whitney compaCLASSIFIED ADS.
Iowa. June 18.
Mount Vernon
Regular communication of Temple
draw off this accumulation of water. ny and the Albuquerque Hardware
lodge No. 6, A. P. and A. M., this even- Commencement day at Cornell college He assured the newspaper men that company stores also closed, and all the
Note All classified advertisements
ing at 8 o'clock. VlBitlng brethren are was carried out today with interesting the collection of water at this point employee of these three stores are now or rather "llners,'; one cent a word for
cordially invited. By order of the W. exercises and in the presence of a was expected, as It came from the on the way to Alameda. A telephone each Insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, 16 cents,
large gathering of alumni and friends break in
M. Robert Abraham, secretary.
the dyke before it was re message to The Citizen gives the In- la order to Insure proper classification
Auto. Phone 458
of the institution. Among the grad paired, and from no new break or ov formation
that the water had broken all "liners" should be left at this of
Colo. Phone S3
The regular meeting of the public uates was Miss Enid Shaw, daughter erflow. He also stated that the water through the Barelas acequia, sending flee not later than S o'clock p. n.
library commission is called for
of the secretary of the treasury and
further beyond and which came at down a tremendous flow of water.
WANTED.
at 8 o'clock in the office of the Mrs. Shaw.
the same time from the break had
It Is also learned this afternoon that
librarian.
practically
been absorbed by the the Barelas bridge is weakening, but it WANTED Man to care for horses
Failure of Oil Company.
and milk cows. Enquire at 1023
is thought, with immediate attention, It
earth.
18
H.,
O.,
will
Cleveland,
June
The Adams
Excelsior lodge No. 1, D. of
West
Railroad avenue.
going
down.
Of
along
course
can
from
saved
Fourth
street
le
the
meet in regular session tonight at 7: 45. & Sarber Oil company today filed vol
WANTED Good cook; also two dinbeyond
acequias
road,
men
two
the
untary
refreshbankruptcy proceedings in the
After lodge baa adjourned
1 sell more of Chamberlain's
Cough
ing room girls. Apply at Citizen ofIn these days when so many hearts are made as one, and when so Js
The assets tioned, there are half a dozen farms Remedy than all similar preparations
ments will be served. Etta D. Allison, insolvency court here.
many wedding rumors are in the air, one wonders "What shall I give
fice at once.
notably
Inundated,
and
ranches
fruit
sattogether
gives
it
nut
the best
are placed at $170,000; liabilities 1331.
and
recorder.
for my wedding present?" Let us suggest to you Fine Cut Glass
parcorrespond
To
with
WANTED
Joseph
Provencher,
Hunt
Ora
and
I
ever
anv
of
sold.
medicine
sfaction
000.
The company operated exten"Libby" glass of course. It is the very best. None so good, and the
can
own
or
who
locate
bat
I
every
guarantee
It.
C.
ties
of
F.
bottle
All members of O. K. Warren post, sively in oil lands and controlled many and they have moved their household Jaquith, Inland, Mich.
prices are no higher than others charge for ordinary makes.
remedy Is
We
This
Y. M. Milan, genAddress
cave3.
neighbors.
more
to
fortunate
effects
Grand Army of the Republic, are re- large tracts of property and oil wells
have nice little pieces as low as $2.00 to $5.00. Beautiful designs
for sale by all druggists.
delivery.
Paso,
Tex.
eral
El
Found All Right
neaUd "to1 attend the funeral of the in Ohio, West Virginia and other
r o
at higher prices.
..
.
WANTEiu
Few experienced coal digMiss Howell.
wife of Comrade ,D.- - Denham. to be states.
From this point a drive was made to
AdCarthage
gers
mines.
coal
at
the
Miss Howell is a reader of great
he hi Friday afternoon at 3 p. m., from
the government Indian school, and
dress A. II. Hilton, San Antonio,
Will Leave for Colorado.
the parlors of J. W. Edwards, at 307
this instittutlon, together with the power and charm, and so clothes with
N. M.
119 SOUTH SECOND STREET
Went Railroad avenue.
Mrs. Munger and her accomplished Lockhart
ranch, and the Foraker reality the character that she essays WANTED Fifty girls for steady emforgets
is
listenportray
one
to
Mail
he
that
orders receive prompt attention
Open Evenings
young daughter Llllie, who have been place, were found to be perfectly dry
ployment at Rio Grande Woolen
All members of G K. Warren Relief residing In this city for the past coup dry and no signs of water.
ing but to the reading of other men's
mills.
Corps will meet at Edwards' undertak- le of years, will leave Monday night
From here the drive was taken up words, so completely does the reader WANTED Several hundred pounds
ing parlors Friday at 2:30 p. ,m. to at for their old home in Tellurlde, Colo. the lane to the neighborhood of the sink her own personality In that of
of lead pipe. See The Citizen.
traveling
and
Local
tend the funeral of Mrs. Denham, wife Miss Llllle was formerly one of the J. E. Matthew Jersey dairy.
Here here character part. Possessed of an WANTED
agents to represent the Indiana
every
of Comrade Denham. By order of the accommodating clerks at the dry resides, on
pervades
Innate
refinement
that
acequias,
two
this side of
State Life. Address L. W. Galles,
Temperance
Whitcomb, gcods store of Leon B. Stern, but at the Menauel boys, J. E. Matthews motion and accent, a voice musical,
president.
Albuquerque, N. M.
secretary.
present is connected with the firm of Richard Lusted and a Mr. Hendricks. sweet and well modulated, and a per WANTED HlgheEt price paid for
Wholesale Dealers In
magnet
charming
Is
as
tonality
as
it
& Co.
While here Mrs These gentlemen were found all O. K.
gents' second hand clothing and
Triple Link Relecca lodge No. 10 S. Benjamin
proves
to
Ic,
Howell
herself
be
Miss
a
R.
will
call.
address
and
Send
on
tools.
Munger and daughter have made
no overflow water whatever
their
will meet this evening at Odd Fellows'
Sweeny. 515 South First street
who deeply regret places, but at the Lusted home this an entertainer of rare ability. She
hall at 8 o'clock sharp. Invitation and great many friends
house- was gowned ast night In a costume WANTED Clean cotton rags tor ma
some
hope
at
departure,
family
the
had
that
their
gentleman's
but
. . .
election of officers. All members are
chine purposes At The Citizen office.
who made especially for this reading and
urged to be present.
Mary Rogers, future time they will again have tht hold effects of several neighbors,
per
4
pound.
centB
Price
pleasure of seeing them once more in resided on the north side of the ace- copied from the drawings In the book
secretary.
of the Lady Marv Carlisle, the heroine
Albuquerque.
quias and were forced to move out.
FOR RENT.
of the little story. The gown was of
Agents for Lemp's St. Louis Drought and liottled Beers;
EMPTY GRAIN SACKS WANTED.
Yott and Allen Flooded.
heavily embroidered In FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
satin,
white
Just across the acequias one of
also
3d!)
Hunter Rye, Old Plantation and Edgewood Whiskies,
309
West
and
close In; cheap,
Her hair was arranged accord
Mayor Myers is determined, if any
which was found full and the other roEes.
AT
HOTELS.
avenue.
THE
ARRIVALS
book,
In
with
portrait
Railroad
lng
to
the
the
danger does exist, to nip It in the bud,
practically empty Is the J. D. Yott
coquettish Janice Meredith curls FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
and thus prevent a flood in this city,
place. He has moved out and his the
without board; also furnished rooms
caught
with crimson roses, and one
lie wants all the empty grain sacks In
place Is surrounded by several feet of
Alvarado,
In
nestling
light housekeeping. Inquire 124
red
the
for
bud
requests
they
be
left
city,
and
that
the
PRICES GIVEN ON APPLICATION
W. S. Hopewell, Santa Fe; L. H water. He was seen and stated that laces against her bare throat.
She
Edith street. Mrs. Zellhoefer.
South
as soon as possible at the warehouse Darby, L. L. I.yon, W. A. Hudler, Den- the water crept upon him at 6:30 yesa charming picture which could FOR RENT From May 1 to Sept 1,
of E. J. Post & Co.
terday evening. Without any further made
ver; D. A. Shope, Wlnslow; A.
the Highland Hotel will rent rooms
not but add to the effect of the read
Angeles; J. S. Hudson, New parleying, he nnd wife commenced ing. The Pasadena Daily News. Miss
at $10.00 per month and up.
JORDAN OFF.
Albuquerque, N. Mex.
109 South
York; Oeorgie L. Carter, St. Louis; moving out, leaving the residence and Howell will give a dramatic interpretaStreet
mercy
flood.
of the
Sheriff Lucas Left With Him This Levi Hughes, Santa Fe; Lieutenant outhouses to the
LiFOR
8ALE.
tion of "Monsieur Beaueaire" at
Morning for Topeka.
Poilllam, U. S. army; Jos. Hall, Mas- This morning the outhouse, or rather brary hall Friday night.
FOR SAl.h Fine carriage, horse and
City Marshal McMillin on Sunday ar- sachusetts; Ruth Long, C. Weyand, barn, succumbed to the water. Fears
o
park buckboard; can be seen at red
It's a mistako to Imagine that itchrested Frank Jordan, alias Henry Wil- Colorado Springs; L. M. Stern, New are entertained that the residence,
barn. Telephone 430 for price. Mrs.
liams, a colored man, who is wanted in York; G. Sehleisinger, San Francisco; which Is two stories and of adobe, ing piles can't be cured; a mistake to
C. Lebo.
T.
OK
KEI'AlliEJl
will fall some time this afternoon or sufTer a day longer than you can help.
Topeka, Kansas.
J. K. Merrifteld. it. B. Burns, V.
FOR SALE A good gentle delivery
Doan's Ointment brings Instant relief
He Is charged with assault with InIxs Angeles; John A. Ross, Las tonight.
and saddle horse, Inquire of P. Lorn-moAdjojning the Yott place is the resi- and permanent euro. At any drug
tent to kill. Sheriff Lucas, of that Vegas.
& Co.
city, arrived yesterday afternoon, and
dence of W. P. Allen, who is a suc- store, 50 cents.
Hotel Highland.
Agent Atrmotor Wind Mills and Repairs
His place la surleft with Jordan this morning for ToPERSONAL.
H. C. Wilson, Iajh Angeles; Daisy cessful apiarist.
peka,
.
.
Moore, Eli.aleth Harrison, El Paso; rounded with water, and this morning Is
x WOl'LI) YOU MAURY IF SUITED?
Job Carpentering and
ground, He reF. W. Witt, Cleveland , Ohio; John his house fell to the
Paso,
x
best
Matrimonial
for
If
send
BUSY TIMES AHEAD.
ports having lost thirteen bee hives,
Mulhern, Strong City, Kas.
ALBUQUERQUE
per published. Mailed FREE. J. G.
with their accumulation of honey and
Sturgei' European.
Gunnels. Toledo, Ohio.
Albuquerque Shops Crowded with En
Residence 717 S. Edith St
John Mclntyre and wife, San Anto bees in the flood.
Leave orders at Dunbar's office.
Qinct Needing Repairs.
In this immediate vicinity half a
nio; C. B. Wilson, Denver; James Cer- The track down In the shop yards Is rillos; A. H. Sellers, Kansas City; T. dozen adobe houses have succumbed
now occupied by a long line of dilapi- A. Iwi8, St. Ixwis; Geo. T. Sprague, to the waters, and several valley
dated engines that need only a good Helen; A. T. Lucas, Topeka; B. A. farms, vineyards and orchards are InA BOY,
V
overhauling to put them in first class Statz, Kelly, N. M.; G. K. Ferry, Santa undated. This water also came from
A GIRL,
V
condition.
A MAN.
V
the break In the dyke and the overFe; Chas. Cogel, New York.
A WOMAN,
The shops are working all hands evV
flowed acequias In the Alameda pre-- (
Metropolitan.
TO FIND ANYTHING,
ery minute of the time, but there Is
E. White, Ueulands; C. J. Frank and inct.
All Hard Wood, Charcoal Filled, White Enamel lined
X,
TO BUY ANYTHING,
enough work, it is said, already in family, Phoenix.
Had Their Guns.
TO SELL ANYTHING.
V
,
Car Load Just Received
eight to keep the men busy all sumUrand Central.
Here half a dozen native farmers
TO RENT ANYTHING.
mer. More engines are coming in for
D. H. York, Iam Angeles; Manuel were found with Winchesters, shot guns
Xj
TO LOAN ANYTHING.
X
repairs and there Is some tall hustling Armljo, Pena lilanca.
and revolvers. They had hear I that
V
TO TRADE ANYTHING,
going on in the back shoiw. The local
acequia
to
some
X
do
city
intended
the
Remedy.
A
Splendid
repair department is making a record
If you want anything on earth,
Neuralgic pains, rheumatism, lum- cutting should It become necessary
this year for fast and thorough work.
bago and sciatic pains yield to the to prevent the overflow from coming A put n ad in The Cltizen and you
Several engine are turned out in penetrating
will be sure to get It.
Influence of Ballard's into the city, and they were there to
V
X
good Bli&pe every day, and they are all Snow Liniment. It penetrates to the
X
they
consider
their
protect
what
being
absorbed
bone,
nerves
Ice Ticks and Ice Shredders Etc. Lull Line of Gasoline-and
and
needed to take care of the heavy traf
and to prevent any unblood, Its healing properties rights,
into
the
fic.
Stoves
and Summer Kitchen Utensils.
are conveyed to every part of the necessary overflow of their lands.
x
body and effect some wonderful cureB.
Dyke
Strengthened.
Michigan Trapshooters.
Mr. I. t Moore, agent Illinois Cen
Messrs. Myers. Harseh, Tierney
Jackson, Mich., June 18 The Mich tral Railway, Milan, Tenn., states:
nnd
to
the
Hubbell
returned
Liniment
Snow
igan State Ieague of Trapshooters op "I have used Ballard's
etc., In my eity from the dyke thla afternoon, and
backache,
rheumatism,
for
today
tournament
WHOLESALE HARDWARE
ened its first annual
family. It is a splendid remedy. Ws
of- 113-115-11- 7
Albuquerque, New Mexico
under favorable auspices. Crack shots cou a not oo wunoui u. ioc, uw uu Mr HarBch iaUed at XUe citizen
Street
First
Soutb
leaving the Information that the
from many parts of the state are on $1.00 at J. H. O Rlelly & Co.

Men

Nothing

FURNITURE
Crockery,

Six-bal-

Etc.

Golden Rule Dry Goods Go.

Installment Plan.

(Be.

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGIST

117 W. R.R.Ave

Wedding Presents for June Brides I

J
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T. Y. MAYNARD

..Bachechi & GiomL.
WINES, LIQUORS, CIGARS
AND BAR SUPPLIES

1

1

d

Bar-man-

Is

first

D.

Vez-zett-

I
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Wind Mills and Pumps
Painting

IF YOU WANT

Alaska Refrigera tors
"The World's Best"

WHITE MOUNTAIN

Ice Cream Freezers

v
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TRY IT! TRY IT!

.....WHITNEY CO

i

(I

r II K ALBUQUERQUE DA1LV CITIZEN TIIUKSDAY JUNE IS
PERSONAL PMOPERTY LOANS.

SOME MORE RAISES.

Comfort

Either
Assessor Albright Makes
List of Those Who He Thinks
Should Pay More Taxes.
tlie" county rommlssionerg have
passed the following resolution:
Resolved. That the clerk be Instructed to notify the following persons of
changes In their assessments for the
year 1903. and to further notify such
Is What it Weans to You When You Get One of Our Vehicles persons that the board will be In ses
sion June 22, l!tn3, when the parties
Interested can be heard, as to such
hanges. if thpv so desire.
Sid-dieF. Cirard
I "rift
s
J.
Look over our large stock of all kinds of Vehicle?, Harnesses,
2H0
Quickel
and Saddlery. We have w hat you want at money saving prices F. E. Siiirgis
300
1.000
.
H. Tot I
800
V. V. Futrelle
1.400
A. Ronadaile
I.
ola
Albuquerque, New Mexico G. Iladaracco
Corner First St. and Copper Ave.
1.2t0
300
Archer
William
I
1.200
Nelll R Field
900
J. A. Henry
400
B. P. Freelove
1.000
Koiber & Q ilckel
OF THE
1.800'
Rosenwald

Pleasure
and Style

low rinncs. andkasy term

J. KORBEk & CO.

r

STATEMENT OF CONDITION

u

Maud T. Cully
A. H. Dlxcn

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

s

8

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
as rendered to Comptroller at close of business, June

9, 1903.

RESOURCES
$1,133,241 07
48,754 91
39,000 00

Loans and Discounts
Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate
Banking House and Furniture
$365,000 00
United States Bonds
889,690 90
Cash and Exchange

$2,475,686 88

LIABILITIES
226,465 03
199,950 00
2,049,271 85
$2,475,686 88

ESTABLISHED 1878

OLD RELIABLE'

L. B. PUTNEY,

I

WHOLESALE GROCER.

Albuquerque

CURIOSITY

OLD

c

ic

taaatf aoathwoat.

FARH AND FREIGHT WAGONS,

GOLD'S

C

I

Staple Oroceries

Railroad Avenue

4

t

Carrtaa the Largaat
and rteat Eitatv
Stock of

Flour, drain
and Provision!
Car lot
jpcllty.

I

t

SHOP

FREE MUSEUM
ESTABLISHED

ABE GOLD, Proprietor

1859

Sin Francisco

Street,
Corner Burro Alley, Santa Fe,
7

N. M.

Wholesale and Retail Dealer
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INDIAN AND
MEXICAN CURIOS

,'

p

'

n

SEND

FOR

light-runnin- g,

The No. 25 White shown here has the
popular swell front, golden oak quarter
tawed wood work, with automatic lift
and all the latest improvement. It's
the finest machine out

ires!, and soil Meats
Futrelle Furniture Co.

FACTORY.

West End of Viaduct
Street and Coal Avenue

Cor. Second

EM1L KLE1NWORT,
MASONJC BUILDING.

000X00000

MALTHOID - ROOFING

0

NEEDS NO PAINTING.
Put Up in Rolls Complete With fixture for Laying.

J.

Cm

Write for Booklet an Sample

-'

BALDRlDGL,
OoX-XX-

Dura-

-

several yews with the Northern Pact- tic Railroad coin;any.
Mr. Itarnes resigned several weeks
ago to take the iiositlon of mechanical
superintendent of the El Paso & North- eastern system with headquarters at
Alamogordo. Since he left Alluiquer- que the shoie have been In charge of
General Foreman William Essex, who
has lieen acting master mechanic.

AT.
Albuquerque,

M
M

STREET

Roofing, Guttering and Repairing

PET DISPLAY

COOYR lOMT
'

j

Natatorium.
Open every day ten to ten. Tuesd&y
nights can lie engaged for private parties. Friday afternoon for ladles orly.
Warm water; elegant plunge. f04
North First street.
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IF

INTER-

THE BEST
S WILL BE

YO RAN
New Mexico
txxxxxxxxxxxxx
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A

BOON

TO

INVALIDS!

Light, Handsome, Easily Cleaned

Also a Fine Line

:

Labor

EVER

MADE

ALBUQUERQUE
JULY

UES

EVER

VAL- -

OFFERED

We are showing tile latest patterns direct from the
leading carpet manufacturers -- all new and
goods for
people. We want you to examine
our goods and prices in Linoleum, Oii Cloth, Matting
and rugs. Wo offer some special good values and can
save you money.
up-to-da-

up-to-da-

celebration

te

te

ZEIGER CAFE

j

QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietor?

I
j

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS t
1

4-- 5

FINEST WHISKIES, IMPORTED A DOMESTIC WINKS
The Cooleat and Highest Grade of Lager ervaal.
Finest and Best Imported aid Oomestlo Cigar

FURNITURE

COGNAC.

- CROCKERY

Two days of Music,

DUPLEX?.

Mirth and Merriment
and

tt

H M M

SANITARY

Two days of Racing,

MATTRESSES

Baseball and
Fireworks

CAMPING OUTFITS

iM M H H
imi

Twoj days of

Con-

tinuous Picnic h h

...

second sr.

gold avk.

a

fVaCfcV

'WOaVsk M$0

jiLuii--

f

in

fn

ii

v

NEW AND SECOND HAND

Borradaile & Co.,

n7 aoid Avenue

FIRST NATIONAL BANK!
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXK O.

the FIRST Exhibition of

?

U S DEPOSITORY
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, ToJ
peka and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
$500,000.00
Authorized Capital
$200,000.00
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

FIREWORKS

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
A B. McMillan.
II. F. Raynolds,

tajaicaittBajaiaaBSBaiSSailtsatWSSItWtflff

Ever given in the great
Southwest, with a
stupendous pyrotechnic disp!;iy on the
night of the

Glorious

Fourth

You've been promising yourself a good
time. You'll find it at
the fair grounds, July
4th and 5tho itoi

in Quantity

GO.,

&

m

tmatrnmrnt

AND FILLERS

J. Hcor.O'RIELLY
a
m

of..,,

POCKET SPIT CUPS

The Sanitary Aluminum SPIT CUP

Proprietor.

Iron Work to Order

THE FINEST CAR.

SO THE BEST CARPET

DAY LIGHT

TYPEWITER, THE STANDARD VISIBLE WRITER.
ESTED IN ANY WAY IN THE BEST WORK FROM
MACHINE. A POSTAL CARD WITH YOoR A DDES
THOROUGHLY APPRECIATED. ADDRESS,

'

All Kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet

YOU SEE

IN ALBUQUERQUE AND AL.

Worst of All Experiences,
Can anything be worse than to feel
that every minute will be your last?
Such was the experience of -- rs. 8. H.
Newson, Decatur. Ala.
"For three
years," she writes, "I endured Insufferable pain from indigestion, stomach
and bowel trouble. Death seemed In- Absolutely
evitable when doctors and all remedies failed. At length I was Induced
to try Electric Bitters and the result
was miraculous. I improved at once
and now I'm completely recovered."
For liver, kidney, stomach and bowel
troubles Electric Bitters Is the only
medicine. Only 50c. It's guaranteed by
ail druggists.

HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW

SHRET AND METAL WORKS

15 SECOND

Mammoth

Mr. Bean has already arrived and Is
nt work. Mr. Bean has served for

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Dealer in Stoves, Tin and Gianite Ware

CARPETS

at the

Santa Fe shops.

ALBUQUERQUE
T. O. AHES,

When You Look at Our

Hours

ht

of Good Time

He Is the New Master Mechanic at the
Local Santa Fe Shops.
F. P. Barnes has been succeeded by
S. Ij. Bean, as master mechanic, at the

OLIVER

0

bility Guaranteed-

Forty-elg-

S. L. BEAN.

IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIXTXXXXXXXXXXXIXXXIXX

N. THIRD 8TRKh

r. & e.

.0

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

ball-beari-

CATALOGUE

Meat Market
mm SAUSAGE

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING

(

THIRD STREET

All kinds
of

COMING

'

j

Don't fail to call and see us
when In the city.
la

'

F.00
William Fair
500
J.iotlaniano Garcia
400
Mis. M. K. Gatlin
1,000
N'stor Armijo
"50 EMPTY GRAIN SACKS WANTED.
W. C. Leonard
GOO
V":iliam Hart
Mayor Myers Is determined, If anj
300 danger does exist, to nip It in the bud.
II. Kent
400 and thus prevent a flood In this city.
C. and P. Myer
150 He wants all the empty grain sacks In
Hlward Rosenwald
300 the city, and requests that they be left
aron Rosenwald
400 as soon as possible at the warehouse
W. W. Strong
400 of E. J. Post 4 Co.
K. Tully
700
A. E. Walker
Band Concert Postponed.
150
Arthur Everett
The band concert which was to
Mutual Automatic Telephone Co 200
150 have been held at the Robinson park
Robert Abraham
200 last night was postponed on account
B.
Coen
S.
200 of the failure to get light on the surW. M. Clayton
A break In the machinery
300 roundings.
Conroy
Ella
light plant was the
at
electric
the
200
F. E. Detwleller
100 (ause of the failure to have lights at
H. Doerr
100 the park.
Ernest Ux
The band had taken Its place In the
100
Love
Ellen
stand,
and, although the weather was
300
George W. Parks
600 threatening, a good crowd had asCharles Trapp
L--.
500 sembled to har the music but were
T. & R. B. Delaney
1.200 disappointed when It was announced
J. W. McQuade
150 that the concert would be postponed
T. S. Austin
500 until Sunday n'ght.
prop.
In
13..
E.
Seslna.
Mieuala
1.200
Mrs. Anna Zlrhut
That Throbbing Headache
200 would quickly leave you, If you used
L. D. Sugar
Dr. King's New Life Pills. Thousands
Chamberlain's Stomach und Liver of sufferers have proved their matchTablets are Just what you need when less merit for sick and nervous headyou have no appetite, feel dull after aches. They make pure blood and build
eating and wake up with a bad taste up your health. Only 25 cents, money
They will Improve bac '; if not cured. Bold by all druggists.
In your mouth.
your appetite, cleanse and invigorate
For the Burro Race.
your stomach and give you a relish
At a regular meeting Tuesday night
for your food. For sale by all druggist,
o
of the Barbers' local union No. 501 of
.
Subscribe for The Citizen.
Albuquerque, the.Ipllowlng were selected to represent that lody In the union, burro race on, the Fourth of July:
Chappie Miller, of Switzer & Co.'s
shop was elected as Jockey; Robert H.
Crane, of the European shop, puller,
upon your fcood wife using that
and B. B. Hopkins, of L. A. Teesler'B
ancient back breaking marhtnr
Bhop, was named a pusher. The Bar-lerwhen it is so eisy to get a modern
union have aeJected their best
material and are willing to back their
White that
j entries, and promise that If they don't
LOOKS WELL,
win they will give the winners a close
SEWS WELL and
shave.
LASTS WELL.
The Painters' union have also selected their representatives,
but their
names have not been given out.

The largest and best stock of
Indian Baskets, Blankets, Pottery, Etc., In the country.
Mexican Drawn Work a

1

Furniture,

Wagons and other Chattels, 1U0 on
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. Oue
to twelve months time Is given.
WKjout delay and strictly private.
Goods remain In your possession. GET
OUR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant Hulking,
305 West Railroad Axenue.

s'

311-C1-

'

400
200

Albert Faber..

TO LOAN
HONEYPianos,
organs, Morses,

On

,

1,254,690 90

Capital and Priflta
Circulation
Deposits

11,03

YOUR

SPRING SHIRTS

Plain White
Ear.

SUSS lirnr

Fancy Si, Iped

Manhattan Shirts
&

Wilson Pure Linen

Shh ts

BALBRIQGAN UNDERWEAR

ault
Pajamas at all prices
St. OO

to S2.SO

Fancy Hose In all styles

BATHING SUITS tor MEN AND BOYS

Pant and Overall
Nelson S3. SO Shoe

Sweet-Or- r

uiu lj

Iyw

bring the

The Leading Clothier In New Mexico

THE

A

LB (Jl" OQtTK DAILY CITIZEN TI1URSDA

KPERliyf(iDC3

o

YOU NEVER USE

o

IRON-CLA-

ASSOCIATION.

Automatic 'Phone No. 516
Residence, Automatic 'Phone aoy
Bell Telephone No. 11$.

A BIG. BIQ D

IE

O

aoo

.
.
'O-- .. X

three-quarte-

Driven to Desperation.
Living at an out of the way place,
remote from civilization, a family is
often driven to desperation In case
of accident, resulting In burns, cuts,
wounds, ulcers, etc. Lay in a supply
of Bucklen's Arnica Salve. It's the
bes on earth. 25 cents at all drug
stores.

16 1903
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BIQ MINING SALE.

Cassino Group In Bald Mountain District Sold to Western Capitalist.
A mining sale which means much
for this section was consummated last
week, when J. C. Woodward disposed
r
Interest In the Casof a
sino group of mines to Ixs Angeles
capitalists, represented by T. N. Stub-bins- ,
The claims are fourteen In
number and a mlllslte and are situated
In the Bald mountain district, about
nine miles southeast of Silver City.
The purchase price was $110,000, on
payment was
which a substantial
made to Mr. Woodward. It Is the Intention of the new owners In connection with Mr. Woodward to at once
development
commence
txtenslve
work upon the property, and among
the first improvements will be the
erection of a mill for the treatment
During
of the ores, and new roads.
his ownership of the mines Mr. Woodward has given careful attention to
the best process for handling the ores
and has arived at a successful solution so that no time will be wasted
By roasting, the ores
In experiments.
car. he handle 1 by either amalgamation or cyari"ling. The new management has already purchased considers Me machinery from the Hearst estate for use In its operations.
T'.io Casslno group has been operated ror the past wenty years, and In
re nt years, under Mr. Woodward's
management, lias been a steady producer. Several thousand feet of development work has been done upon
the claims. The ore Is gold and silver. Silver City Independent.
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There is only One
Genuine-SyrU-

Of FigS

p

LOCAL. UNDERTAKER 8ANTA

'OMnERC!AL

The Genuine is Manufactured by the
California Fig Syrup Co.
when you

washing comes back from
tb.'.'a particular laundry "Anti swear"
button holes, collar and cuff edges
have made us (anions, and it Is our
purpose not to mar our reputation in
the slightest degree. What we can't
do in the way of laundry work Is not
to be done.

ms&j&&s

TH full nam of Che company, California Fljf Syrup co,
m printed on the front of every package of the genu

The Genuine- -' Syrup of Figs- - is for Sale, In Original
Packages Only, by Reliable Druggists Everywhere
Knowr,g the above will

enable one

to avoid the fraudulent

imita-t'C7- is

made by piratical concerns and sometimes offered by unreliable
dealers.
The imitations are known to act injuriously and should
therefore be declined.
Buy the genuine always if you wish to get its beneficial effects.
It cleanses the system gently yet effectually, dispels colds and headaches
when bilious or constipated, prevents fevers and acts best on the
kidneys, liver, stomach and bowels, when a laxative remedy is needed
by men, women or children. Many millions know of its beneficial
effects from actual use and of their own personal knowledge. It is the
laxative remedy of the
Always buy the Genuine Syrup of Figs
well-informe-

y.;,:

-

j

Imperial Laundry

siii jus

Ky.

AMERICAN

;

BUILDINO.

RUPPE,

B.

SILVER

TRUSS.
PRESCRIPTIONS

c

iir

Het alng
Severest
Hernia
with Coot fort.

.Ea

YNo

COOL.
to Wear.
pressure oa
or Bark

Mutua

Telephone

43.

West Railroad Aven e
Albuquerqu, N. n.

No. 203

uiovcv

ioST. ELMO

Subscribe for The Citizen.
MIXED PAIN

OEVOE'S

READY

One Gallon

Covers 300 Square Fe
TWO COATS.

I

BY THE

)9AlMTnR's"BuPPUE5.
to)

r ii,u

-

.

SAMPLE

Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

!

oj-v- i

(ABF3RNIA.
Louisville,

CLUB

RAILROAD.

Back of Postoffice.

d.

MANUFACTURED

7Z PACIFIC

AND CLDB ROOM.

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
Bailroad Are., Albuquerque.

120 W.

...TOTI & GRADI...
DEALERS IN

LIQUORS AND GROCERIES

SMFrrciscoCaJ.

Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay and Grain. Imported French and
Italian Goods. Sole Agents for San Antonio Lime.
Free Delivery to all Parts of the City.
Old 'Phone 247.
North Third 8treet,

rtewYork. Hjyi J&A
rst1

mot wry cents psr bottub

;

.v&i

Have
Business Men of Roswell
Formed a Strong Organization.
The Roswell business men have orboard shows that the said former Summer Excursions via the D. & R. Q.
Citizen "want ads" bring results.
ganized somewhat on the plan of the
Railroad.
treasurer and collector, Abran Abeyta
(Homestead Entry No. 627-..- )
have
business men of the cities that
Beginning June 5 the Denver & Rio
Is indebted to the county in a much
Notice for Publication.
been troubled with strikes. Nearly ev- larger sum
exwill
sell summer
than shown by his said Grande railroad
ery business man or firm In Roswell
Department
of the Interior, Land Of
from
cursion
Fe
at
tickets
the
Santa
final report.
following very low prices:
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., May 20,
has signed the constitution and by
(Incorporated)
1903.
Santa Fe to Denver and return,
SEE THE PRICES. 8EE THE GOOOI
laws.
The constitution states that
"I have been troubled for some time
IRffl
Notice is hereby given that the fol
the object of the association Is the with Indigestion and sour stomach," $22.65.
S5.50 to $40.0u
Harness
return,
to
says
lowing
Fe
Pueblo
and
Lee,
W.
of
Curtis,
Santa
Sarah
named settler has filed notice
Mrs.
better promotion of business Inter Mass., "and have been taking Cham- $19.65.
Farmers' Plow Harness, $7.50
of his Intention to make final proof in
eats and to unite the merchants for berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
$5.25 to $55.00
84dles
Santa Fe to Colorado Springs and support of his claim, and that said
Hill;
of any and all mat which have helped me very much so return, $17.65.
joint
proof will be made before the United Fine, Cowboy 8addles, Leather, Dut
S
Wool, Hides,
ters affecting their Joint or several In that now I can eat many things that
Santa Fe to Glenwood Springs and States court commissioner at San Ra
ters, Collars, Axle Oils, etc
i.l i C Ti
I could not." If you have any
terests. The three resolutions are as before
return,
$28.65.
1903
25,
Mexico,
on
vis:
fael,
June
New
trouble with your stomach why not
Stopovers allowed at and north of Jesus Abeita, for the WV4 of SE and Whips
15c to $1.54
We handle
fellows:
take these tablets and get well? For
' K. C Baking Powder,
Pueblo and stopovers will be allowed EV4 of SW, sec. 34, T. 11 N., R. 8 W.
"First Every man has a right to sale by all druggists.
-o
Navajo Blankets,
in either direction for parties desiring
He names the following witnesses
work for whom he chooses, for such
to make any of the following side to prove his continuous residence up
Curtice Canned Goods,
WINSLOW.
wages as he tees fit, as many hours as
Albuquerqui
406 Railroad Avenue
trips at one fare for the round trip, on and cultivation of 6ald land: vis:
Colorado Lard anl Meats.
he chooses, and to quit when be choos- From the Mail.
viz: Salida to points between GunniAlferjo
Montano,
Donaciano
Pino,
es, provided that In so quitting lie
Bud Paxton, who has been visiting son and Cimarron, Alamosa to all Juan Mata Candelaria, Pablo Perea, all
H
I
Houses at
1
does not violate his contract without in Kentucky, has returned to Wlns points on Creede branch and from
of Cubero, N. M.
ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M EAST LAS
adequate abuss.
to Pagosa Springs.
low.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
VEQA8, N. M. AND GLOR-- I
October
"Second Every person, firm or coruntil
be
on
Tickets
will
sale
Register.
Mrs. Colin Campbell has returned
ETA, N. M.
poration has the right to employ whom from a short visit with Mr. and Mrs, 16th and are good returning until Oc6492.)
Entry
No.
(Homestead
tober 31.
lie, or It, pleases, for such wages as Wallace at St. Joseph.
Notice for Publication.
J. B. DAVIS,
may be mutually agreed upon, and to
Fred Volz, who conducts the trading
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
Department of the Interior, Land Of
tfo$8$8S8e58S8X8t8So5S2SSS5?JK PTfffff PffVlfVflfff If I
discharge any employe at pleasure, post at C.nyon Diablo, came In reS. K. HOOPER,
M.,
12. 1903,
N.
fice
Fe,
June
Santa
at
provided that such discharge is not cently to visit his friends In the me
Gen. Pass and Ticket, Agt.,
Notice is hereby given that the fol
In violation of contract without ade- tropolis.
Denver, Colo.
lowing-namesettler has filed notice
quate abuse.
C. S. Swift, father of Mrs. F. M.
to make final proof In
of
his
Intention
cur
headquarters
lace
for
approve
are
We
"Third We do not
of the French, who has been visiting here for
on San Diego Bay is an Ideal
support
claim, and that said
of
his
Albert
portieres.
boycott, and we will not employ, or some time, has returned to his home tains, draperies and
DENVER & RIO GRANDE
RIO GRANDE WESTERN
summer resort The climate
will be made before the United
proof
avenue.
306
Railroad
Faber,
any
person
who at Ashland, Oregon.
retain In our employ
RIO GRANDE SOUTHERN
RIO GRANDE ft SANTA FE
1 to
Open
perfect
is
June
States Court Commissioner at
engages In it."
Mrs. J. S. Christal, who is visiting
September 30, under manageMrs. Baniuitu, at ner parlors. No.
M., on July 20, 1903, viz: JoN.
The fourth and last resolution is a her daughter at Las Vegas, is expected 205 South First street, over the Hyde
ment of Hotel del Coronado.
THE POPULAR LINE TO
pledge to abide by the three above to return to her home in this city dur- Exploring Expltlon store, is prepared seph Prosuelas, for the NE. M section
Full information regarding
M.
P.
18,
6
M.
4
N.
N., R.
T.
E.,
dc
treatment,
thorough
scalp
give
tc
Springs,
Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Leadville, Glencharges
Colorado
at
rates,
excursion
given.
ing the latter part of the month.
He names the following witnesses to
dressiing, treat corns, bunlont
hair
agent
city,
etc.,
from
tent
wood
Springs,
Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
Heydt,
Mr.
W.
S.
Mrs.
and
Born to
and Ingrcwlng nails. She gives mas prove his continuous residence upon
Ladies and Children Invited.
City,
Ogden,
Butte, Helena, San Francisco,
daughter.
Heydt
Vegas,
Mrs.
Las
a
at
All ladles and children who cannot
sage treatment and manicuring. Mrs and cultivation of said land, viz: Car
Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, and also
stand the shocking strain of laxative was formerly Miss Christal, daughter Bambini's own preparations of com los Pena, Pedro Sandoval, Gavlno
syrups, cathartics, etc., are invited to of Engineer J. S. Christal and wife, of plexion cream builds up the skin and
Reaches all the principal Colorado, Utah and New Mexico
,
George W. Supulver. all of
try the famous Little Early Risers. this city.
complexion, and are
improves
the
M.
N.
. . . .TOWNS AND MINING CAMPS. . . .
They are different from all other pills,
not to he Injurious. She
luey do not purge iae system. Even a Another property deal was made guaranteed
MANUEL R. OTERO,
cures
prepares
a
tonic
hair
that
also
inspector
W.
this
J. Rlckeman,
week.
double dose will not gripe, weaken or
Register.
The Tourists' Favorite Route to all Mountain Resorts. The only
sicken; many people call them the for the Santa Fe Land Improvement and prevents dandruff and hair falling
line passing through Salt Lake City en route to Pacific Coast.
re
Easy Pill. W. H. Howell. Houston, company of the new water system, out; restores life to dead hair;
(Homestead Entry No. 7135.)
and superfluous
Tex., says nothing better can be used
warts
moves
moles,
Through
Sleeping Cars between Denver and Alamosa, Cripple
Publication.
Notice
for
for constipation, sick headache, etc. has purchased a residence and two bair. Give her a trial. She also hat Department of the Interior, Land OfLeadville, Gleenwood Springs, Grand Junction, 8altLake
Creek,
on
First near Willow streets, a very fine tooth powder which sh
Bob Moore, Lafayette, Ind., says all lots,
City, Ogden, Portland, San Francisco and Los Angeles.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., May 27th,
others gripe and sicken, while
from Thos. O'Kelly, an Insurance man guarantees to be free from all metallic
1903.
DINING CAR SERVICE a La Carte on all THROUGH TRAINS
Little Early Risers do their of Bakersflcld, Cal.
Mr. Rickeman substances.
It perfumes the breath,
Notice is hereby given that the folwork well and easy. Sold by B. H.
gums
teeth
improve
makes
proiierty
to
the
Intends
and
and
the
hardens
the
lowing
named settler has filed notice
Brlggs & Co. and S. Vann & Son.
A. S. HUGHES, Gen. Traffic Man.
J. A. EDbON, Manager,
he will at once repaint the exterior of clean and white. It Is highly recom of his Intention to make final proof
Denver Colo.
Denver, Colo.
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT'S REPORT. the house and adorn the walls of the mended by all first class dentists. Al in support of his claim, and that said
S. K. HOOPER, Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, Denver Colo.
cure,
and
powder,
so
a
a
freckle
face
will
proof
United
be
before
paper
made
the
of a handsome
Final Report of
Abeyta Interior with
pattern. Mr. Rickeman has great faith pimple cure, and pile cure. All of States Court Commissioner at
of Socorro Found Inaccurate.
these preparations are purely vegeta
N. M., on July 6th, 1903, viz:
Messrs. Smiley and C. A. Baca, the In Wlnslow, and to sulwtantlate his ble compounds. Give her a tital. Diego Serna, for S W. Vt Section 35,
convictions
money
he
has
Invented
his
490.
Automatic telephone
accountants who have recently been
T. 5 N.. R. 6 E.
In properly.
Earth's greatest wonder the
engaged In auditing the accounts of
He names the following witnesses
Notice of Forfeiture
"
of chasms, a mile deep,
prove his continuous residence upon
titan
to
and colCo
of
County
Abran Abeyta,
Arizona,
of
Terr.tory
Elgin, Monarch and Cluett shorts
many
miles wide.
reportcultivation
of
San
viz:
land,
SB.
and
said
county,
chise,
have
of
Socorro
lector
all the new color combinations and
tiago Serna, Hljinlo Lopez, Bltervo
ed the reisulU of their Investigations white, pleated, $1.00 and $2.50.
SI To M. J. Sherlock, his heirs and
It
of
Vigil, Raimundo Salaz, all of Manza Picture
signs:
to the board of county commissioners MON STERN, the Railroad avenue
25
cents will send the
For
MANUEL R. OTERO.
You are hereby notified that I have no, N. M.
in session this week, says the Socorro clothier.
season's novelty a Grand CanRegister.
($100.00)
expended
one
hundred
dollars
yon Photochrome view, uni
Chieftain.
The commissioners have
in labor and improvements upon the
(Homestead Entry No. 6541.)
quely mounted to reproduce
thought best not to publish the report Excursion Rates to Coronado Beach,
Aunt Betsy" Mining Claim, situate In
California.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
the Canyon tints. Or, for the
at present ; but the nature of that reCanon,
District,
Cochlti
Berna
Peralta
Department of the Interior, land office
Rates. Including meals en rout
IN CONNECTION WITH THE
same price, a set of four blackport may be seen from a resolution
appear
Co.,
Mexico,
as
New
lillo
will
at Santa Fe, N. M.. May 18, 1903.
Canyon side trip with hotel
ready
for
prints,
adopted by th board Thursday and Grand
by certificate filed February 8, 1898, la
Notice is hereby given that the fol
commodatlons, and two weeks boai
framing.
now on record in the county clerk's
the office of the recorder of said Coun lowing named settler has filed notice
and lodging at Coronado Beach, wit
unty,
premises
to
may
order
said
in
hold
run a
which
resolution,
office.
The
of his Intention to make final proof In Book About It
four additional weeks at $10 a week, L
der the provisions of section 2324 Re support of his claim, and that said
reasonably be supposed to be merely desired.
For 60 cents will send
beproof will be made before the probate
Grand Canyon book, 12S pages
pieliminary to further action, is as
Single parties with standard Pull vised Statutes of the United States,
required to hold the clerk of Bernalillo county, at Albuing
93 illustrations, cover In color,
follows:
man, $107; two parties with standard .aroethe amount
for the year ending December $1, querque, N. M., on June 27th, 1903, vis:
contains articles by noted au
single
parties
$97.50;
hereby
to
instructed
with
Pullman,
The clerk 's
1902.
Clinton C. Jones, for tbe N H N W li
thors, travelers and scientists.
"THE FASTEST EVER"
uotlfy Abran Abeyta, former treasurer tourist sleeper. $97; two parties with
And if within ninety days from the
Sec 27
Worthy a place in any library
sleeper,
$92.50.
tourist
county,
each
of
and
eXOe
collector
and
this
serving of this notice, you fall or re- T 10 N. R 4 E.
Or will mall free pamphlet,
Dates of sale, June 1 to August IL fuse to contribute your proportion of
and all of his bondsmen as follows:
following
He
names
witnesses to
the
"Titan of Chasms."
MemCity,
You are hereby notified that the Inclusive; limit, two months from date such expenditure, together with the prove his continuous residence upon
Apnly to any agent of the
of
ten
days
limit
of
sale.
Tourist
each
cost of this publication, as a
end cultivation of said land, vis: Jacob
final report made by Abran Abeyta, as way with stopovers.
Santk Fe system, or to
your Interest In the said claim will be- Loebs, of Albuquerque, N. M Don J
treasurer and collector, showing him
o
property
uncome
of
the
the
subscriber
M.
BRYNE
N.
Rankin
David
of
Albuquerque,
J.
J.
to be in debt to the county on final
f. A. Jones, M C. E.
Gen. Pass. Agt. Southern Cali
2324.
Call on Agent for full Information
der
said
section
N.
M.,
Albnqmerque,
Welller
of
John
is
Consulting
Mining
Engineer
$18,087.37,
sum
of
settlement in the
F,
Ry.
1908.
19th,
A.,
Dated
March
8.
fornia
T.
M.
it
and
N.
Albuqaerque,
of
8tobbe
Geological
Survej
8.
D.
N.
System, El Paso, Texas.
BROWN, G. P. A, E.
A.
cot satisfactory, as examination of field assistant
Coast Lines, Los Angeles
ALEX CONRAD,
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Albuquerque. N. It.
the books made under direction of the
Register,
Signature.
California.
Correspondence solicited.
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IT'S IMPOSSIBLE.
May Kirkpatrick, arrived from Pres
cott a few days ago. Both ladies have
To Disprove Facta It It Decidedly
been 111 since their arrival In Kingman.
Easy to Verify Albuquerque
of
The matter of oiling the streets
Opinion.
"V
Kingman Is leing agitated by our busiNothing by way of an Introductioa
ness men. Dusty streets are the worst could be added to the experlencet and
Jim Dumps sends out a challenge bold
of nuisance and It would le a blessing opinions given below, which could InTo doctors young and doctors old,
to have them oiled and put In the best crease their value. Albuquerque peoInviting each M. D. to go
possible condition. $l!o( or $800 would ple can safely be left to draw their own
And see "Force" mad at Buffalo,
do the work on the principal streets conclusions based on such convincing
sound In praise a hymn
"Then each will
the town. Only those are used proof as this citizen offers. What ia
of
As sure as 1 am 'Sunny Jim.' M
this to
a great di al would have to le treated. there lacking In evidence likedoubting
The charge preferred against Ed. satisfy Ta
Thomas
Hasktns, of HackU-rry- ,
of cattle stealMrs. M. J. Butler, (M. J. Butler, night
ing waa dismissed by Judge Colling, watchman In the Santa Fe shops), resbut S.ni Kuckor, Jr. was held to the idence, 717 East street, says: "When
grand jury with Umds set at $250, ( went to the Alvarado Pharmacy
which was given. There was no evid for Doan's Kidney Pills I had an atence connecting Mr. Huxkins with the tack of backache. It was only one of
many which had annoyed we for two
theft of the cattle in any way.
latit week Wednesday, at the home or three years. At first they were mild
of the bride's mother, Tucson, Arizona, and I expected they would leave just
as mysteriously as they came, but with
Miss Florence Ogden was wedded to
Cereal
Th
the passing of time the attacks were
Harry A. Drachman. Miss Ogden lived more
frequent and of longer duration.
In Kingman for many years and was I used
makes all
three boxes of Doan's Kidney
regarded as one of the most popular of (Mils and was rewarded with an entire
doctors agree.
our young ladies. Harry A. Drachman cessation of the aching. Up to date.
is a )opular young business man of the and it Is considerably over six months
Ancient Pueblo. The best wishes of since I stopped the treatment, there
the many friends of the contracting has not been a sign of any recurrence."
Price 50
For sale by all dealers.
parties In this county go with them
Recommended to Physicians.
cents. Foster Milburn Co., Buffalo, IS.
through all their years.
We can heartily recommend ' Force ' to our colleairne and patlenta
Thursday last the Freeze Wash Y sole agents for the United States.
as something well worth their trial and use, and (eel sure they will aprea
with u In their estimate of ita value as one of the nicest aud best of the
country experienced one of the heav-ee- t Remember the name Doan's aud take
many cereal foods now on the market."
no substitute.
IloMdOPATHic Ravisw.
Lrrential rains that has fallen In
year. In the canyons leading from
on the same as if nothing had
the mountains to the valley a mountain
of water came down submerging everyMiss Grace Grim returned from Bis-bething In sight. The goat flocks of W.
8UMMER EXCURSIONS
where she has been teaching
E. Frost had a narrow escape from the
flood, only three being drowned. Chick school for tlio past ten months. She
Santa Fe Offers Some Cheap
Rates.
ens were killed by the hall which ac has secured a position In the Flagstaff
Colo. United Society of
companied the great downpour of rain, public schools for the ensuing year.
Married, at the Methodist parsonChristian Endeavor. On sale July 7,
Mr. Frost's lose will not exceed fifty
8 and 9; limit, July 19; rate, $18.85.
lated by all fair minded citizens, as it dollars, while the lenefiLs of the rain age, by Rev. J. W. Henry, William A.
HOLBROOK.
Phelps of this county and Miss Lena
will tend to keep the other side of life will be incalculable.
Elks' Meeting, Baltimore, Md.
Walt of New York. Mr. Phelps Is a
Argus.
dangerous.
From
the
not
which
is
a
distance
Mattel
Stcen,
G.
at
Miss
Baltimore
te
of
a
native
sell
tickets
We will
W. H. Means, of Kaunas City, has Another ordinance relative to the levy- - Mineral Park, is visiting In Kingman range rider In the Rogers Lake disand return on July 16 and 17, with
fnal limit of July 27 at rate of $58.65. teen in Holbrook the past week look ng and collecting of a street tax was with her aunt, Mrs. Ida Crozier, and trict, and they will reside In that vlcinity.
ing for Arizona mutton.
See ticket agent, F. L. Myers.
to
will
also passed and
le enforced the
A. H. Smith. The young lady
Wni. Amos, of Show Low, came in letter.
a
haa lieen living with an aunt In
Do You Enjoy What You Eat?
Summer Excursions to Colorado.
If you don 1 your food does not do
for the past nineteen years,
Denver, $25.15 for round trip; Colo to see the shipping of his wool, of
His Laet Hope Realized.
but Is now visiting the scenes of her you much good. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
rado Springs, $22.15 for round trip; which fourteen loads belonging to him
remedy that every one snouiu
From the feentlnel, Gebo, Mont.
Pueblo, $20.15 for round trip. Date of were unloaded that day.
early childhood. She is the daughter takethe when
there la anything wrong
In the first opening of Oakland to
F. H. Newman, of Albuquerque, rep
sale June 1 to October 15, inclusive;
of
Steen,
Moses
and
Minnie
the late
stomach. There is no way
with
pa
the
of
1889,
editor
the
Bettiere
in
this
final return llmJ October 31, 1903. See resenting the Aztec Land and Cattle per was among
wie many seekers after and is a beautiful and accomplished to maintain the health and strengtn
F. L. MYERS.
local agent.
company, was. In Molbrook attending fortune who made the big race one young lady. She will remain In King of mind and body except by nourish
ment. 1 nere Is no way to nourish ex
company.
fine day in April. During his traveling man a month or more.
National Educational Association, Bos to business for that
cept through the stomacn.
ine
contractor,
M. J. Kennedy,
from about and afterwards his camping up1903.
ton, Mass., July
stomach must be kept heaitny, pure
on his claim, he encountered much
at
out
Flagstaff,
lieen
who
has
and
Wanted.
One fare plus $2 for round trip going
and sweet or the strength will let
bad water, which, together with the
We would like to ask, through the down and disease will set up. No ap
and returning same route. Dates of Whiteriver building a school house. severe heat, gave him a very severe
sale June 30 to July 8, Inclusive. If passed through Hollirook on his way diarrhoea which it seemed almost lm columns ot your paper, if there is any petite, loss of strength, nervousness.
bad breath,
possible to check, and along In June person who has used Green's August headache, constipation,
tickets are deposited limit may be ex home.
case became so bad he expected to Flower for the cure of Indigestion, sour risings, rifting, Indigestion, dys
See ticket
tended to September 1.
W. H. Clark has shipped 300,000 the One day one of his neighbors
troubles are
die.
dyspepsia, and liver troubles that has pepsia and all stomach use
agent for turther particulars.
01 ivoaoi
pounds of wool up to Monday of this brought him one small bottle of Cham' not been cured
uickly cured by tue
and we also mean Dyspepsia
F. L. MYERS, Agent
Cure. Sold by B. H. Brlggi
week, and has been shipping more ev herlaln's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea their results, such as sour stomach,
& Co. and S. Vann & Son.
big dose
National Encampment Grand Army of ery day since. That shows that there Remedy as a last hope. A
o
was roiling formentatlon of food, habitual
given
was
be
while
him
busiCal.,
In
something
doing
Francisco,
wool
Is
the
We can supply your wants In oil
nervous dyspepsia, headthe Republic, San
on the ground In great agony,
about
The largest stock
1903.
August
ness in Holbrook.
and In a few minutes lue dose waa re aches, despondent feelings, sleepless cloth, and linoleum. Albert
Faber's 806
at
from
to
select
Dates of sale August 2 to 15 Inclu
any
In
ness
plum'
trouble
connected
fact,
good
medl
steam
fitter
and
of
peated.
the
effect
Herbert Carr,
The
sive: rate $35.00; final return limit ber, recently engaged In the fitting of cine was soon noticed and within an with the stomach or UverT This medi Railroad avenue.
October 15, 1903. F. L. Myers, agent. the White River school house In that nour the patient was taking hia first cine has been sold for many years in
MONUMENTS.
sound sleep for a fortnight. That one all civilized countries, and we wish to
All kinds of stone and marble work.
International Epworth League con line, came down Tuesday evening. He little bottle worked a complete cure. correspond with you and send you one
vention, Detroit. Mich. On sale July goe to Ream's canyon, where he will and he cannot help but feel grateful. of our books free of cost. If you never Prices moderate. 8hop and yard corner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
The season for bowel disorders being tried August Flower, try a
rate, $51.25. Limit July 22; do some work of that kind.
botat band suggests this Item. For sale
H. Q. MAURINO at CO.
by depositing ticket limit may be ex
of Its
tle first. We have never
druggists.
by
ail
1903.
15,
August
to
tended
CautlonT
fatMng. If so, something more serious
This is not a gentle word but when
Is the matter with you. The
KINGMAN.
Coronado 1 ent City, Coronado, Cal. you think how liable you are not to
size has just been introduced this year
We will have on sale to Coronado purchase the only remedy universally
AND BUILDER
Regular size, 75 cents. At all druggists CONTRACTOR
Beach, Cal., on every Tuesday, Thurs known and a remedy that has bad the From the Miner.
O.
G.
N.
H
Woodbury,
Green,
visiting
J.
with
J.
Is
Miss Mary Carrow
day and Saturday during May, June, largest
sale of any medicine in the
Doors and Window Screens.
O RIelly & Co.
July, August and September, 1902; world since 1868 for the cure and friends In Haoklerry.
of
$35,
limit
rate
at
trip
of
the
round
tickets
William Corbier, a resident
treatment of consumption and throat
FLAGSTAFF.
All Kinds of Jobbing.
ed to November 30, 1903; stopovers in and lung troubles without losing its I'land camp, was In Kingman a few
either direction west of Barstow, Cal. great popularity all these years, you days ago.
From the Sun.
SHOP-- ln
the alley of First National
For further Information call on ticket will be thankful we called your atten
MiBS Maud Prather. of Ilarstow, Is
W. J. Brooksby of Los Angeles I
agent Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. tlon to Boschee's German Syrup. There
Building.
Bank
,
Mrs.
Frank visiting his brother-in-lawvisiting with her mother,
W. J. Wat
F L. Myers, agent.
ire so many ordinary cough remedies Maguire, at the Maguire ranch south ton.
made by druggists and others that are of Kingman.
FRENCH TANSY WAFER".
W. C. Bayless has been appointed
cheap and good for light colds perhaps,
Ladles can depend upon cecurli
Mrs. J. C. Potts and children return deputy United StateB marshal, vice A
cougus,
croup
bronchitis,
severe
tint
for
Irregular
permanent relief from
-- and
especially for zonsumption ed a few days ago from a visit with W. Jurden, resigned.
painful periods by using these wafei
T. A. Riordan and daughter, Miss
vhere there is difficult expectoration relatives in Needles and Marvel.
Safe and sure at all times.
Cerrlllot and Gallup Domestic Lumt
Mrs. I.ydia Partridge, formerly of Marie, returned from a trip to Rome,
tnd coughing during the nigtus and
Avoid worthless substitutes by put
turnings, there Is nothing like German Mineral Park, was married a few days Italy. They left here in April, and Coal, $5.00 per ton.
chasing only from our agent.
Anthracite Nut, $7.50 per ten.
lyrup. The t
size has Just been ago to a gentleman residing near Los had a most enjoyable trip.
Vans Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass., la,
Anthracite, larger sizes, $7.75 est
porters.
ntroduced this year. Regular size, 75 Angeles.
Mrs. George 11. Coffin is entertain- ton.
cents. Al all druggists. J.H. OHlelly
W. Y. Walton, prescription druggist
Mrs. K. K.
and slxter, Miss ing her mother, Mrs. JoEUa Farmer,
Wood and Kindling, all sizes.
corner Railroad avenue and Thtro & Co.
Miss Maggie, of Springfield,
and
sister,
Ai.
M., sole ko
street, Albuquerque,
Yard and Office: 107 East Railroad
Mo. They are on their way to CaliWILLIAMS.
for beiuulillu count'
uptown office, Armijo bids..
avenue;
fornia.
From the News.
The hose companies of Flagstaff
Automatic, 416 an.
Telephones:
Nothing has ever equalled it.
Mrs. David Joyce, of Prescott, Is visare cordially invited to participate In 267; Bell, 45.
Nohinp can ever surpass it.
iting her sister, Mrs. E. O. Alilxitt.
the hose races at Milton on the Fourth
Mr. and Mrs. George Haven, of Kalaof July, and also to be on hand and
mazoo, Mich., have located in Wiltake part In the parade.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
liams. Mr. Haven is an old newspaper
Thomas Devine, county treasurer,
is hard enough
alecond
street, between rtallroad aas
It is. It ia to hurt
man.
received a telegram from his father.
jopper .veuu
world
our
owe
we
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Neal returned
who is a resident of Armourdale, Kas.,
and everythiu
from Fretsno, Cal. The summer climate
saying that he had lost all his prop- Horses and Mules bougnt and exehaaa
should be made
frict.
Livery, Baie. Feed and
d.
socMl.M
easy as possible
over there may lie all right when one
erty in that place by the flood. A
VOL
'transfer MUbls
her at the time
Is used to it, but we are glad to again
dwellings
were
large
store and three
This
childbirth.
K
For All Threat and
IN THE CITY
A Terfect
TURNOUTS
T
breathe the cool mountain air.
washed away. The loss represented BEf
is just what
Lung Troubles.
Cure:
emsheep
a
Peralta,
herder
Nicholas
savings
a
st CO,
W.
L.
TKiMBLB
of lifetime.
the
AddTCSB
tc
Money back if it fails. Trial Bottles free.
Albwuerque. N. at.
ployed by E. B. Porrin, was thrown
near
resides
who
William
Dvin,
MOTHER'S
from the wagon belonging to the latter
Bcllemont, was arrested on complaint
n
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TATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
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ARIZONA TOWNS

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works T:
PL

P. HALL. Proprietor

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK
aa

B. A. SLEYSTER.
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NOTARY PUBLIC.
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Tent City, Coronado Beach, California.

17-2-

Go West
to the Ocean
Summer Climate la Flneet In the World

California1

Cool Trip on the Santa

re

Surf bathing, ocean breezes, snow capped Sierras. You can buy
a combination round trip ticket to San Diego this summer Including railroad and Pullman fare, meals en route, one day at
Grand Canyon, and two weeks' board and lodging at Coronado
Tent City at a very low price. Tent City is a popular Southern
California summer seaside resort.
Write for full particulars
about this delightful vacation trip.
Atchlmon.
mem
r. L. Myerm

13-1-

kr-i.w-

25-ce- nt

I
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'1 The EIPaso'& Southwestern Railroad
The SHORT LINE to the

Great Copper Belt of Southern
Arizona and Northern Sonora
First class passenger trains out

of El Paso every morning at
on
we
carry
elegant
which
Parlor' and Cafe cars on
9:30
which meals are served at moderate prices.
V. R. STILES,
General Passenger Agent,
El Paso, Texas.
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JOHN HaRT

W. H. HAHN

COAL DEALER

woman's
Liic...

Dr. King's
New Discovery
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The Themometer is
Seldom Higher Than

80 in Mexico City
This "Paris of Latin America" is situated over six thousand feet
above the level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes Is never
experienced.
Although not generally known summer Is the very
best of seasons to visit the Land of Ma.fi an a."
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so
cools the atmospuere as to make the evenings and nit s lovely.
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of cut
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornings, and the cooling sea breetes of day, one becomes so entranced
with .he beauty of this country as to never forget his trip under
"The White Umbrella,"
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Mexican Central
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Is prepared t turn'ih you with thr best of accoms lodatlons
Call on or address,
points in Mexico.
W. D. MURDOCK,
A. Q. A P. A., Mexico

W, 0. MEAD,
A., El Paso.
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C R. HUDSON,
Q. T.
P. Au.Mexleo.
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Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Luthy, from Miss
Eleanor Whiting, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Calvin Whiting. The afflicted
lady, with Mr. Whiting, resided many
years ago In this city, and her many
friends will regret to learn of her af

a

Jt'NE

18

1903

nana a us . at a t. ats s.a.ts?

E.

O. E. Ferry, of Santa Fe, is here toflictlon, hoping that she may soon be
day.
Manuel Armljo, from Pena lUanca, is restored again to health.
C. O. Cushman, of the clothing store
In town.
PLEA TED
J. A. ltnn, of Ias Vegas, Is la the of E. L. Washburn, returned to the
up
in
city
He
the
was
afternoon.
this
city today.
C. J. Frank and family, of Phoenix, Peros country and did fairly well fishing, but made no record for himself,
Arizona, are at the MetroKlitan.
Daisy Moore and Elizabeth Harrison, owing to the high water in the trout
of El Paao, are registered at Hotel streams and the disagreeable, cold
weather.
Highland.
W. H. Becker, who Issued a small
Neill B. Field Is In the city a?ain
folder
regarding "Fads and Figures"
on
summer
home
outing
his
an
at
after
Just bought a shipment cheap,
about Albuquerque, left last night for
the Pecos.
Deniing. The folder was so arranged
Mi and Mrs. Ira B. Bennett are enBackwardness of the season jo
tertaining Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Kenscy, as to contain advertisements, and a
forced the manufacturers to sell
number of business men availed themof Indianapolis, Ind.
So
at nearly cost.
James D. Lucas, of Cerrillos, Is In selves of the opportunity to have their
the city. He has liecn on the sick list business announcements printed thereThey are just the thing to 5
on.
the past few weeks.
keep a man cool and dressy
5
Cade Selvy has received a letter
Cade Selvy, special officer of the
very
of
out
made
full
madras
coaet lines of the Santa Ke Pacific, was from Capt. J. W. Green, formerly of
and roomy cuffs detached In jS
Gallup, who is now the commandant
I'ere yesterday on official matters.
Philippine
t'aga.an,
of
province
of
all sizes regular price $2.00
the
Miss Mattel Hunt left yesterday aft
o
ernoon for southern California, where islands. The captain and family are
SPECIAL SALE PRICE
fevslight
well,
exception
of
with
the
she will spend Ih estimmer months!!.
I
Mrs. J. S. Armstrong and son have ers now and then. Mrs. Green and the
fi
left for California. They have leen children may return to tie United
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence States this year.
City Marshal McMillin and City
Ten Eyck.
For the first time in twenty years Clerk Lee visited the flooded district
the historic Corpus Christ! procession on the North Fourth street road this
did not take place In Santa Fe on Sun- morning. Both are expert water advocates, the former having resided many
day, owing to rain.
ALL STYLES
Miss Hickcy, one of the pulillo years In the prohibition state of Kansas,
and
the latter in a state equally
school teachers. left yesterday afternoon for Berkley, Cal. She will spend as Itad, and they say positively that
all danger has passed, although the
the summer In study.
J. A. Blondin, cellist, and Mrs. Hel rumors last night made them feel a
en E. Pratt, pianist, will assist Miss little bit weary alxiut the futile of
Howelle In her readings at Pulilic lib Albuquerque.
rary hall tomorrow night.
Police Court.
The livery stahlee did a good busi
A colored man was given fifteen
ness this morning. The people wanted
to see the waters on North Fourth days or $15 for being drunk this morning.
street and many visited the place.
W. I Pretherton, in charge as sup
District Court
erintendent of the V. A. Clark coal
A small justice of the peace case
mines at Clarkville, McKinley couuty,
was decided by Judge Baker this
was here for a few hours yesterday.
morning. Some $14 was Involved.
Miss Maud Custers left Saturday for
southern California, where she will re
Government Has Rights.
main during the summer. The young
Washington,
r
June 18. Attorney
lady is one of the public school teach- General Knox has Indicated
g
to the
ers.
navy department that he will render
W. H. Stevens, of Los Angeles, pass- an opinion sustaining
the contention ST.
ed through Albuquerque yesterday en
of Rear Admiral Bowles, that the gov
route east. Mr. Stevens formerly re- ernment has
th'. right to complete
sided here, when employed at the local work on the Galveston, now building
DIAMOND ICE.
railway storehouse.
Manufactured by the Southwestern
at the Trigg shipyard in Richmond.
A great many !ananas are now being
Brewery and Ice company is made
eaten by Albuquerque people; but we
New Chief Clerk.
from alolutely pure distilled water
don't anywhere near come up to BosWashington,' June 18. The post- that Is filtered three times before go
ton people, who last year made away master general today designated Ed- ing to the ice cans. No expense or la
with three million bunches,
ward F. Kimball, the chief clerk of bor has been spared to make this new
L. L. Henry, who was here on legal the money orden system, to act tem- plant produce a quality of Ice that can
matters, returned west last night. Mr. porarily as superintendent to succeed not be surpassed, therefore we are In
Henry was for years an attorney of James T. Metcalfe, who was removed
position to furnish the' very best Ice
Gallup. He Is now In the general mer- yesterday on the charge of Indiscre- and the promptest service. Give us a
chandise business at Bluewater.
tion on contract matters.
trial. Both 'phones.
Harry Fluke, who was Injured reThe Leggett & Platt No. 1 spriug
Mr, Graham Dead.
cently at the local shops and sent to
F. W. Graham died last night In the sold by Futrelle Furniture company
the St. Joseph hospital for treatment,
was down town today, the first time hospital at 8 o'clock from a complica- hag no equal. Everyone sold under
guarantee, thirty days trial and if you
tion of diseases.
since he was sent to the hospital.
He was a shoemaker by trade and don't like It your money back. Never
Fred Webb, who advertised a week
ago that he would start a weekly news- had lived here some little time. His sags or get out of shape.
paper at Belen, notifies The Citizen wife and child reside on Temple
Boarding by the week during the
that he has given up the Idea and will street, Los Angeles. A. Borders took dull summer months, $3.50 to $4.50,
charge of the remains.
He notified
soon return to mining In Arizona.
strictly in advance, at the Chicago
The Delionalr Dancing club did not his wife and she wired that his father Restaurant, Railroad avenue.
held forth at the Park hall last night. would send Instructions what to do in
It was too dark to do good dancing, as the matter. The deceased was about
Chocolate and Vanilla Ice cream,
pineapple sherbert and all flavors of
the electric lights were off. The club 35 years old.
will hold the fort next Wednesday evfruit sundaes today. Delaney's, Bell
EMPTY GRAIN SACKS WANTED.
ening.
phone 98.
Miss Ruth Long and C. Weyand, of
any
if
Mayor Myers is determined,
Monsieur Beaucaire, Library Hall,
Colorado Springs, came in yesterday. danger
does exist, to nip it in the bud,
Friday Night
They were en route for California, but
and thus prevent a flood in this city.
A large and fashionable audience at
the train went off and left them. They,
He wants all the empty grain sacks In tended the first Pflster recital
last
however, had good luck and got away
the city, and requests that they be left evening, which was given In the dining
this afternoon.
as soon as possible at the warehouse room of the Hotel Pflster. The atOles Von Kleler, who Is ranching at
of E. J. Post & Co.
traction was Miss Llla Jeanette
the Gran Qulvira, Valencia county, is
Howell, who as an elocutionist has
resupplies.
city
purchasing
in the
He
UNION MADE BEER.
won golden opinions from the cultured
ports a constant rain every afternoon
by
Southwestern
the
Manufactured
set of Boston." She read from Booth
of
In
evening
and
since the first
June
Brewery and Ice company, Is the beet, Tarkington's novel, "Monsieur Beau
his section of New Mexlco.
to
drink
the purest, and most delicious
Antonio Apache, the genial and cul- kj found in the city. It Is also the caire," which has been dramatized for
wore
tured Indian, who Is in the employ of only union leer manufactured In Mie Richard Mansfield. Miss Howell
XV,
of
Lious
the
costume
of
time
the
morning
for southwest, and every package Is
Fred Harvey, left this
ad
succeeded
roses,
and
Ivy
and
satin
White Aiache, White Mountain reser- stamped with a union laliel. Drink a
hi! the characters
carrying
In
mirably
will
remain home product that we guarantee to be
vation, In Arizona. He
n the story to a successful climax.
away for a dozen days or so.
absolutely pure and superior to any
changed her voice and added the
She
by
was
Ortega,
killed
the
who
Jose
er In the market. Every good clti
touches In the way of lights and
finer
cars at Rio Puerco on Monday night. zen should patronize home industry
magnificent drama
is a son of Jose Guadalupe Ortega, of with all conditions equal as they are Bhadowa to give a
monologue.
In
Hanchos de Albuquerque, and brother in this case.
of Juan Ortega, of old town, and an
Japanese ana cnina matting In all
uncle of Mrs. Thomas Duran.
Who said anything alout fireworks? grades at Albert Faber's. 305 Railroad
Rolert T. Blair, during the vacation, Well, we have them; all sorts, at the avenue.
has connected himself with Hall & No Name store.
The Whltson Music company has
Iarnard, the music dealers, and left
Dissolution.
one price on their pianos, will not ask
of
Notice
in
northern
towns
night
the
for
last
you more than value of piano. When
Albuquerque, N. M., June 18, 1903.
New Mexico. He was teacher of vio
salesman asks you $400 for a piano
firm
given
the
that
hereby
la
Notice
lin tho past year at the school of niU'
willing
& Fulmer, doing business then takes $300 he confesses a
Thlrlon
of
sue.
get $100 too much, provided
No. S23 South Second street, has ness to
at
the customer Is not Informed.
Rabbi Jacob Kaplan, of Temple Al
this day been dissolved by mutual con
bert, is entertaining Or. Maurice Let sent The business will le continued
REDUCTION SALE.
kovits. of Ias Vegas. They expect to by Frank Fulmer at the same place
All trimmed hats, street hats and
an
in
people
here
Jewish
Interest the
All claims against the said firm will be Bhapes at cost prices at the Gilbert
endowment fund for the great He- paid by the said Frank Fulmer and all
company, 119 West Gold
brew Union college, which Is to be money due said firm will le collected Millinery
avenue.
An endowment by him.
built In Cincinnati.
o
fund of $500,000 is to be raised.
PICNICKERS
JOHN A. THIRION,
Mrs. Calvin Whiting is dangerously
Attention. Why not go to D. Well
FRANK FULMER.
ler & Co. for your nlcknacks when get
ill at Dead wood, South Dakota, from a
Boys, we have fireworks. No old ting ready for an outing? Everything
stroke of paralysis, which she suffer
ed a few days ago, and it is feared that stock; all new goods, nothing old. At fresh. The Gold Avenue Grocers.
she will not recover. The news reach the No Name store.
Subscribe for The Daily Citizen.
ed the city yesterday In a letter re
va
and
strawberry
Lemon sherbet,
ceived by Charles Whiting, a brother
Delaney'i. Bell
V8SS
of Calvin Viung, and also In a letter nllla ice cream.
The famous little pills
received by Miss Luthy, daughter of 'phone 98.
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Men's White
NEGLIGEE

SHIRTS

Chrome
. . . Caf Sio es. . .

IVJen'o

The Chrome Calf is made
from choicest skins. It does
not peel and the softness
of its fibre makes it easy
on the foot. The best oak
tanned leather is used for
the soles. This is a strong,
line of shoes adapted to all the requirements of hard service and
has enough style to be
worn as a dress shoe.
well-ma-

ICE

LACE, CAP

LACE, PLAIN TOE

C0N6RESS, PLAiJJ TOE

$2.50

0. W. STRONG'S

Douglas Shoes

S3 and S3.50

FOR THE WEE ONES.

their parents end the whole family
is Bold here of high quality, and at
prices as low as anywhere In the city.
Then, too, we take special pride In
cur assortment of whole and fjround
pure spices. You'll find that it will
pay you to deal with ua.

BPS

F. F. TPOTTEB
Successor to J. L. Bell & Co.
.Nob. 118 and 120 South Second St

SONS,

WOMAN'S EXCHANGE
of Fourth and
Railroad avenue, where we are now
bread,
prepared to furnish home-madcakes, pies, etc., of the best quality at
reasonable prices. Give us a trial and
satisfy yourselves.
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE,
Corner of Fourth street and Railroad
avenue. Phone A 15.

V Has moved to the corner

e

UNDERTAKERS
License

6S,

Colorado State Board
of Health,

Prompt and Careful Service
CHAPEL

OFFICE,
201-21-

1

AND

NOTICE.
Lemp's Standard Beer at the North
Pole Saloon only. Chas. Kepler, proprietor; near postofflce.

PARLORS

North Second
BOTH PHONES,

St

Large assortment of FIRE WORKS
the best made at O. A. Matson &
Co.'s. Outside orders solicited.

MONEY TO LOAN
On diamonds, watches, etc, or any

good security; also household goods
Bids for Privileges.
tored with me; strictly confidential.
desiring to bid for special
Parties
Highest cash price paid for household privileges on the fair grounds during
goods.
union's mammoth
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue, the Central Labor
celebration, July 4th and 6th, are noti
o
YOU PEOPLE WHO EAT.
fied to present their bids to S. C. Berry
Attention! If your appetite Is on a not later than June 20th. No bids for
strike call on D. Welller & Co., the gambling privileges will be considered.
Gold avenue grocers. They can flx as
this class of amusement will be abyour's up. Everything to eat, always
prohibited.
solutely
a
us
give
trial.
fresh; call and
o
WORKS!
Wood seat arm rockers, $2.25; coo- FIRE
FIRE WORKS!
ler seat arm rockers, $2.50, cane seat
Leave your
&
Co.'s.
A.
Matson
O.
at
aewlng rockers, $1.50; cots, $1.75 and
up; Iron beds, $3.75 and up; steel fold- orders.
ing bed couches and steel folding beds
Fresh cream mint waters today. De-In great variety and prices the lowest; laney's.
cash or time. Futrelle Furniture Co ,
West end of viaduct.
FIRE WORKSI
o
received a large assort
Wo
have
Fresn Cut Flowers,
WORKS of all kinds
FIRE
of
ment
IVE8, THE FLORIST
and sizes for Fourth of July celebra
You might just as well buy that pair tions. Write or see us.
O. A. MATSON & CO.
of low shoes right now and get that
putting
much more comfort Instead of
It off any longer. We have an assortment and our prices are so reasonable
On diamonds, watches or any good
that It will be easy to supply your security. Great bargains In watches
wants. At least do not fall to ex- of every description.
A. H. YANOW,
amine the latest styles at C. May's
doors
Popular Priced Shoe Store, 208 West 105 South Second street, a few
Railroad avenue.
of
south
avenue.
Railroad
1

ToMONEYlOLOANi
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"If

vou tr.mt to know what. ttylhh
sn.i.
toe n
tee Stem is

will wear this

nwy
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o

Seaon,
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SPRING UNDERWEAR
If not.
Did you ever try a Union Suit?

the
why not? No:double thickness .at and
fit
snug and'.neatlin
walst-alwa- ys
in prices .: : :
reasonable
very

$1.25 to S2.50
Monarch

Shirts
$1.25

E.L.WASHBURN
122

8. SECOND

ST.

Stetson, s
Hats
Young's

Hats

Cctton add Rubber
Carden Hose
Hose Nozzles

Lawn flowers
Lawn Rakes
A COnPLETE LINE OF
GARDr. N TOOLS.

S1.50 each

de

SUGAR

Best Grades...

I

Stern
Railroads

FERD HEIM
Kyffhauser

BEER

Bottled Beer
This celebrated beer Is brewed from
the choicest barley and hops, thoroughly aged and is the heighth of perfection in the brewers' art. Drink
Helm's and you will be drinking the

Brewed from

Selected Grain.

best

Bottled at Brewery,

Fred Whittemore & Co., Agents,

The
Mvenueiotnier

Early Risers

Albuquerque, N.

M.

Highest Quality of Goods
Lowest Possible Prices

"THE PEOPLE'S DRUG STORE"
NEAR

post orrICE

ALBUQUERQUE

south second st.

Rooenfield k7

We also do all

Money Loaned on all kinds
of Tersonal Property.
Big Bargains In unredeemed
pledges.
Business st rictly confident ial
Leading pawnbroker in the
city.

specialty. Eye Glasses tltted
scientifically by a graduated
optician.

107 South Second St.

J. C.

kinds of

Watch and Jewelry repairing
at reasonable prices. Work
guaranteed. Ilailroad watches
and French clock repairing a

Rosetlffeld

BALDRIDGE

Native and Chicago Lumber.

PAINT CoversBUILDINQ PAPER Always In Stocn
LongestlSaah, Doors, Blinds, Plaster, Lima,
Wears
Bestl
Looks
Morel
Cement Class, Paint etc.
Most Economical 1 Full Measurel
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

S

Have You Seen That Case of

Fine Mechanical fools
in Our Window

We Also Carry a Larg Stock oi

Carpenters' Tools
and

Builders' Hardware

Albuquerque Hardware Company
lao

wtrr oold

avenue.

V

